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In this applieatioG of Ari.totle's theor,y of coaed1 to Chaucer'. 
com1c characten in !!! Canterb'!Z Tal •• , the present wr1 tel" has _de use of 
Aristotle" Poet.ica and Lane Cooper' 8 carefully seleoted JUterial as a foun-
dation tor the stuq. 
Lane Cooper, in his Aristotelian Therr !! CoMdz, has written a 
book which aiJU to be of uae to the general student of 11 terature and to 
"help college students and others to understand com.edi.s, in particular those 
dramas tnatuft in thea somethiDg of the Ariatophanic type. ,,1 He hu include 
in thi. work everyt.hiDg he could find in Ariatotle, in Plato, or in his suo-
cessor8 that JRight aid in reconatru.ctina Aristotle'. Y1 .... of comedy. He has 
illustrated thi. tb.eo1'7 with eDlJlples from AriStophaDe8, Shake.peare, and 
Moliere, and had intended including Chaucer. 2 
'fbi. stud;y i8 not ooncerned with all of the ele.nte of comedT 
treated h7 Cooper, but deals particularlY' wi t.b Aristotle t. cOllie t,pe. of 
character. Therefore, though plot and diction bave been aed onlY' in so far 
1 Lane Cooper, An Aristotelian TheOe of ion~' wi t11 an adaptation 
of the Poetic. and a traneIit!on or the fraci.~~o s anu., New York, 1922 
vii. 
2 Ibid., x. 
-
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iv 
4 
as they contribute to character, particular consideration has been gh'en to 
Aristotle's three great comic t,.,e. t the buftoon, the iJlpostor, and the 
ironical MD. 
Upon what grounds does Lane Cooper baae his Aristotelian theor;y? 
He has not pres .... d the exietence ot a loat Ar1stotelian treatise on comedy' 
rithO\lt c&reM irmaatigation and without sound lristotel1an scholarship to 
support his viewa. Writing cautiously, and admitting the possibi11ty ot 
error, he has finally concluded with W. J. H. Stark1e,) W. G. luthertord,4 
and others that an Aristotelian treatment of cOlIl8q once existed. He says 1 
Tak. tor exaple the statement. in Rhetoric 1.11 that th. 
tOr1D8 of the ludiorous have been analysed in tfie Poetica and 
the at1ll IlOre spec1fic aasertion in Bhetoric 3.16 that 'hey 
have been enumerated tn the Poetioa. Oii tlie law ot chance. 
t.bere being su reterencea tro. the Rbet.oric to the Poetics, 
one ot thea. two II1ght have come t:roa the aut.hor h1Jl8elt, and 
the other troa a subaequent. ed1 tor ....... But on ~ .asUllption 
short. ot uni vereal inoredw.i ty _ must contend that one person, 
or more than ODe, tamiliar with at le .. t two of the writ1llge ot 
Ar1.stotle, interested 111 the Bhetoric, and interested 1n the 
ludiorous, was anre of a schemailc treatment of the lud1orou 
not theD or now round in the lthetoric, and not DOW' found in the {:\t!:!t but then found in a work With 80_ such title u the 
The work that e ••• to tit best with th1s "th.ory of a lo.t treat1se 
on comed7 is the 'fractatue Ooiel1n1anua. The relationeh1p between the Poet1cI 
and the Traotatue ft. aoticed by J. A. Or_I". 1Iho t1rst pr1nted tne 'fraetatua 
.3 Ibid., 8. 
-
4 W. J. M. Starki., An .Arietotelian Anal,eie of f the Comic It 
nlustrated trOll 1ri8tophane8, R&belaie, Shikeapeare, and Moliere, Dub11n, 
1920. 
S W. G. Rutherford, ! q29ter !! !!! Hietorz !! 4aIaotation, Oolltairu 
a text and explanation ot Tractat.. Colel1nianua, Londoll, 1705. 
• 
in 1839, trOll a tenth oentur;y manu.cript, 1'0_ 120 in the De C01alin collec-
tion at Paris. Later transcripts of the II&n1l8cript appeared in 16S), 1860, 
and 1899. lays.r, who produced one of the be.t editions, and who was recog-
nised as a aoapetent judge of 1t. worth, eYen by MClfabOD, who retued to 
accept it .a a 10.t Al:1ratotelian docUMnt, .ays. "Of the ancient commen-
taries dealing with G'l'eek comedy, as no one w1ll fatl to perce!"., the most 
valuable tor an irtre.tigatioD into the hi.tory of the art of poet!'T 1a the 
Tractatu Coi.lin1anue • .,6 
There has beeD much speculation ",arding the histo17 of the 
Tractatua, but JIOre 1aportant i. the correlat1oD of th1a treati.e with work 
on ancient comed7 and with Aristotle's theory of the art of poet17_ Cooper 
suggest. th1s correlation. He • .,.s. 
With a alight sh1tt, which can be _de in the light of the 
direct referenc.s, or in the l1&ht of siJD1lar referenoes 1n the 
Rbetctl"1c and other works of Aristotle, the 'oetica can be .ta-
IIlOrphosed into a treati.. on ooaeq. whereupon the authentio 
elements (if .uoh there be) of the 'lraotatu Coi.linianu become 
an addendum, .ubordinate to the 1Ia1n Gi.tote!Gn theory of comeq, 
and illproperl7 e.t1mated UBIe •• 'ri .... d in a perspective of the whole.7 
In other words, Oooper hold. that the 801ent1.lio _thod ellployed 
b,y Aristotle 1n his investigation of trage~ wuuld not be greatlT modifiGd in 
i te application to ooaedT, if the Poetic. wre used a. the chief tool and the 
Tractatu. as supplementary_ The es.enoe 01 his procedure i8 to make the 
6 Oooper,.!! Aristotelian Tbeo!7 !!. Come~, 11. 
7 Ibid., 17. 
-
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necessary shift in the Poetics and to work back and torth fro .. principles in 
that work to examples in cOMd¥. 8 
In a study of the application of Aristotle-s theories of poet.l'1 to 
Chaucer, it is not unreasonable that the question ot Chaucerte knowledge of 
the works of Aristotl. should preHnt i tolf. 'las Chaucer fam.1l1ar with the 
work. of Aristotle' Some scholars belleve that Chaucer picked up a medieval 
defini tlon ot t.na-q whlch probably goe. back t.o Artetotl_, though it 'DS 
common property in the V:1ddle Ages. 'There ls reference to t.raged7 in 
Chaucer's translation ot Boethius and in the well knoB def1n1 tlon in the 
Monk t 8 prelude. 
Tragedie ls to seyn a certeyn storie, 
As aIde booke. _cben us _lAOri., 
Of b)'Il that stood ln great proaperi tee, 
And is ;yfallen out of beigh degree 9 
Into Jqster1fJ, and endeth Wl'ecchedlT. 
Speculating on this utter of Chaucer'. lenowledge of A.r18t.otle, 
bMin Herrick in bie _,";;...;..;;.ti_c;.;.s !! Aristotle s..,.* 
Qlaucer could not read Greek. but could he have .een one of 
the medieval Latin versions ot the Poetics' Probably not. It:ls 
extreael7 doubtful if even the ClerJi of 6i8ntord, with all h18 
pa.slon for Aristotle's books could have seoured a oopy of the 
Poetics. It ls even more doubtful that hi. logical17 trained 
laCUitIe. could ha:Ye appreciated the book, ..... n had be seCUI'IIdit. 
He II1ght po •• iblT bave known of the Rhetoric, the oatalogue of 
Ori.l Collep Libral'1 lists a couaental"7 on ihi. treati •• in 131" 
and. Ranulf Higden, who di.d nine Tears before J _ntions Aria-
totle t 8 Di~ue on Poets and his Tractate on Rhetoric. But the 
Poetica I. "srag. lot untU near the endot the 15th centUl7 
8 Ibid., 44. 
-
9 F. I. Robinson, The Poetical WOrk8 of Chaucer, Boston, 1933, 
(B)*3163-*3168, 226. - -
• 
did the Greek text ot the Poetic8 come to light in Italy. 10 
Interesting as is this queltion ot Ohaucer's reading ot Aristotle, 
oM can only conjecture and theorize, but never attain certainty. The 1IIpor-
tant pOint, tor the present study is that, colUtciouel.y or unconsciously, 
Chaucer created certain characters that fit neatly into Aristotle's tJP8s. 
10 MarY1n T. Herrick, !!l!. Jtoet1~1 !.! A1"1ltotle !!! !sland, Urbana, 
19)0, 12. 
• 
CHAPTER I 
TtPIS or THE COMIC CHARlCTD 
Ment.ion 1I'U ade in the introduct.ion of this paper of Lane Cooper t s 
m.et.aaorphoaing the Poetics from a stud7 of the rules of traged7 to a. 8tucl1 of 
the rules of come<fl'. In quoting trora ~ Aristotelian theo!:! !! Oom.ev, this 
slight ahi.tt baa been kept in Jlind. 
Aristotle defines comedy as 'fan imitat.ion of characten of a lower 
type, -not, however, in the tall •• nte of the word bad, the Ludicrous being 
merel)" a subdivision of the 11&17. It conaiats of ... defect or ugline •• , 
which is not pa1Dtul. or destructive' ,,1 Plato, on the other hand, a.sUMS 
that the pleuure ot the ludicrou8 arises from a certain malice at the sight 
ot another's lIisfortune. lII1ben we laugh at the toll,. of our friendl, pleasure, 
in minaling 11'1 th envy, mingle. wi tb. pain, for envy hu been acknowle4ged b7us 
to be _ntal pain, and laughter 11 pleaaantJ and so we env,y and laugh at the 
same inatant.~2 Hobbe8) worked out thi8 tneor" of Piato in his well known 
1 Aristotle, PoeticI, " 1-2, trau. S. H. Butcher, Ari.totle' 8 
The0l! of ~~m and Pine Irt, 'with a critical text. and translatIon of the 
p.,.tcs;-LofiToii; !R3;-tr.-
2 Platol PhU.bus IV, 4B-SO, in DialOgues of Plato, trans. B • .brett 3rd ed., Oxford, 1~92, 621-624. -
] Hobb.,s conceive. the pas8ion ot laughter as a sudden glory, aris-
ing from a sudden realization of some eadneU07 in oursel .. s, as compared with 
the infirm! t)" of others or 11'1 th our own fonaer17. His study is not as de.,p or 
as searohing .a that of nato. 
1 
2 
• 
"degradation" or "s.lf-glorification" tbeor,y. The laughter that haa in it a 
malicious element does not aatist,y Aristotle in his conception of the lad!-
crou.~ To Arlst.otle the quallty that pro'VOkes laughter 18 an "Uil1Dess, It a 
. . 
"defect" or -defomty" which 1s not painf'lal and doe. !let in any senae deba •• 
another. Uglinea., detect, and defondt)" are prillar1l7 applicable to th.e 
physically ugl)" and the disproportionate, but...,. include the frailties, 
tollies, and iDt.S.l'IIi tiea of hWB&n nature as distinguished fro!ll IIOre serious 
vices 01" criM •• " Aristotle would not conalder a 1dD of "honor, or a villain, 
or a wretch bent under tribulation as proper objects of ridicule. The aub-
ject ot the ridiCulous, therefore, would be the moral vice. of men Who are 
neither held in high •• tee. nor in contempt, but men below the awrage who 
bear some amusing detect or idiosyncrasy of character. 
s. H. Butcher remarks that Aristotle preferred the cOJaetb' in which 
personaliti.s are minimized and in which generalised types are presented. 
Usuall)" a domiunt characteristic or a leading paa.ion ia used in such a 'A'1' 
that the attribute beco .. s the man. The simple qual! t;r 121 iaolated and exq-
gerated. A character 80 created, which exhibits an ideal, of cOTetouanea., 
cleceit, or whatewr the qualit,. mq be, &laost of neee.,lity runs to canca-
ture. S This preference of Aristotle tor generalised t7Pes hu probably 
infiuenced the depicting of character down to Shakespearels time and later. 
4 s. H. Butoher, Aristotle's Theorz ot Poet!2 and Fine Art, with 
a critical text and translation of the Poeilcs, "London, 1m, "'J84-l8J. 
s Ibid., 316. 
-
• 
Benjamin Boyce in hia 8tuq of' the Tbeopbraatan Oharacter6 in England. 8&781 
• • • the Ariatotelian d.octrine of' characterization b7 type 
c_ to be familiar to most people by obaervation and to aome by 
literary experiment. There i8 the po.sibility, then, that the 
proae sketches of Theophrastus bad influence upon Menmder' s draw-
ing of type characters, thence, upon the a1m:Uar work of Plautua 
and. Terence and t1nally upon the taate ot Ilillabetban audience. 
and readera.7 
Georges Polti also traces the trend of' Ari.totelian influence in 
character depictions 
We know that the 28 .tudies ot Theophra.tua were drawn .. La 
BI"liyere Iql: "trom the Itbic. ad 1Iorals of' Aristotle" and that 
"the tOUDdations ot the character. described therein come troll 
the .ue source. 11 The atre_ trOll t.hat Huroe may 'be tollowed 
acrosa the centurie., fro. the ~ ot the author of' the Poetics 
to the moment when, nollel1 by tributarie. which fro every direc-
tion have brought to it Christianity with it.. 8&a.zing decree., it. 
became a vatt theological river c8l"l"1in& the lUll of all Europeau 
moralltiel. lS 
While considering this cla.aical inf'luence, one should examine the 
more im.ediate souree. of the morali t7 and 1178te17 plays which also baTe lett 
their mark. Graham Qreene make. an interesting point in thi8 Ila tter when be 
S&ys that many of Shakespeare'. characters were really mouthpiece. for a mood 
or tor an attitude toward lite, 
• .• • we are still in the period ot the Morali tYI they are 
being acted yet in the 'countr7 districts. th81 bad. been absortw 
6 Theophraatus waa a pupil ot Ariatotle's and author of the famous 
Characten. Hi. work will be discUlsed. later. 
7 Benjam1n Bol"ce, !h!. Theophrutan Character !! Eni1and l! 1642, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1947, 18. 
8 George. Polti, !h! !n !! !m'ent;ly Characters, Franklin, (hio, 
1922, 247. 
4 
.. 
by Shakeepeare, just •• much as he absorbed. the plays ot Marlon, 
and the abstraction-the Spirl t ot Revenge (Hamlet), ot Je4101187 
(Othello), ot Aabi tion (lfacbeth), ot Ingratitude (Lear), ot 
Pa.SiOD (AnthoD7 and Cleopatra)--still rule. the pI.,. And 
rightly. Here is the watershed between the moraUt)" and the play 
ot character t there i. dialectical pertection. Alter Shake.-
peare, charact.r--wb.ich ...... to ha ... e its dr .... tic triWlphe-won a 
too costly Tictol7.9 
the abo..,. passage might, equally _11 apply to Chaucer, who gaTe 
evidence ot familiarity with the 1IOrali \ies a. i8 shown by the Pilate's 
voieelO of his 1111er 88 "ell as in other places in hi8 work.. the abstrac-
tiona Ulu.trated by the Canter'burT Pil¢U are similar to Shakeapeare". 
r. there not the Spirit. ot ATarioe (Pardoner), ot Sensuous Pleasure (the 
Wife), of Bruti8hnes. (the JUller), of NobUit,. (the Knight), of BeD8wit)" 
(the Friar), and or Oourleey (the Priore.e and the FJoClklin)? 
In addition to the requireJlClnt of generalised. type., ArietoUe 
demands cone1sten07 and truth to t1Pfh Coui.tenoy requires t.hat ..... 17 utter-
ance ot a character in a co.dy ehould mow hie _ral bent and. the workings 
of his intellect. Thes. two elements are listed by Ari.totle as .th •• aDd 
dianoia and hold second and third place respecti ... ely in his six ele.nts of 
coll8d7. Allot W. should exhibit wIlat a particular t.Jpe of per80n is like:q-
to say or do in a given situation.ll 
9 Graham. areerae, "Dr! ti.h Dramatist8" in the Romance of lni1i8h 
Literature, ed. by W. 4. Turner, lew tork, 1944, 114:-- -
10 PUate's TOioe reters to the loud-TOiced, ranting Pilate ot the 
early morality pl.,s. Spealcing ot the 1I111er, Ohaucer says 1 ItBut in Pilates 
... oys he gan to erie, fI Robinson, Chaucer, (1) 2124, ,6. 
11 Cooper,.!! Aristotelian Theon: S!! Come!!l, 18,. 
• 
Though Aristotle demands consistency, he pend ts the device of 
s.ssiDilation to the worse, by debasing persons slightly and by distorting the 
character somewhat, provided that the effect is not painful «. • • for Comedy 
aiIns at representing men as worse, Tragedy as better than in actual life. q12 
This rule &s followed by Shakespeare, who lowered Sir Jolm Fa.lstaff, but not 
too far, for Falstaff remains comic as well as consistent. The device of 
assimilation to the better by raising a. character while retaining the illusion 
of re&l1 ty is also penn tted. Chaucer and man;}" others have used this device 
of assimilation to the better in creating ard..tnal. characters such as Chan1:.i-
cleer, pertelote, and Renard, the fox. 
Before discussing the comic types ind1vidua.ll.¥, it w.tll be useful 
to note brie11.y how the Greek philosopher I Theophrastus I demonstra.tes a 
nUl11ber ot the poetio lan of his master.. Aristotle.. in his famous Characters. 
How did Theophrastue, a philoeopher and teacher and scientist .. 
happen to wr1 te his Chara.cters? 
• • • /fhe anaeil will lead our discussion in the important 
direction of AristotJ.e •••• It is possible that the Characters 
were composed specifically to illustrate Aristotle's etfiIci! doc-
trines. The suggestion that. the Characters werc written in a 
light mood to entertain a group of l'r!ei'ids or pupils is attrac-
tive. It;, would account for numeroue resemblanoes between these 
pieces and the Rhetoric and t.ficomaohean gthios ot Aristotle. •• • 
In general the dlii.rac'tera seem "EO '6i 'fliI e~ of a man who 
observed life snr_cttY '&it whose ways cif ~ng were 80 habi tu-
ally" along Aristotelian lines that, pedagoh"Ue as he was, he kept 
12 Aristotle, Poetics II. 4 tr. by Butcher, 1,). 
6 
• 
a good deal ot schoolroom logic even in his joke ••••• The Char-
acter at i te best is a highly artificial tOni, • • • it repre.enta 
a clus, yet it JlUSt seem to p088ess the reality ot a nesh-and.-
blood individual, It pleu •• by graphic detail and lUUII1natea b7 
hints, yet 1 t m.ust not be endangered tv the merely local and tem-
porary.l) 
The Character tol10ws Aristotle t s demand that poet1'7 concern 1 tselt 
wi t.h the un! vernl rather than the partioular. The portrait "In losiDg its 
generality lose. also, contradicto1'7 as it _y appear, s .. thing of its clear-
ness. It prove. to be less truthful, as Aristotle has alreaq reu.rked, than 
the poetical representation or _n and e'ftnts.,,14 Tbeophrutua, too, followed 
the tbeo1'7 ot his teacher by noting the three states or degree. in respect to 
&n7 JIlOral ,uli ty according to which one may pick out three t;ypea ot people, 
the central virtuous type ud the tn enremes ot excess and derect.. 
Theophraatua lert pictures only of the extreMs. 
It used with discretlon and It the cOllPariaon of Aristotle and 
Theophrastua be not stretched too tar, a stud;y ot the Characters gives added 
cont1rmation to Lane Cooper'. theories ot the Aristotelian la •• tor oharacter 
portrqal. Cooper himselt 8&1'. ot the Characters I "lforeover it clearly is 
rull of parallels to the vi... of Aristotle regarding COJMdT, and contain8 a 
little gallery ot characters suitable to the comic stage-. ,,15 But one must 
not expect to find &ristotle retlected in all page. ot the Characters, tor 
13 :8o;yoe, ~ 'fheophrastan Character !!! !!Iland !! 1642, 11-13. 
14 hltl,!!,!! ~ !! Invent!5 Characten, 56. 
1S Oooper,!! Aristotelian Theoq !! eo_&, 121. 
7 
• 
Aristotle lacks the compression that is one of the essential features of the 
Character. His sketches are somewhat subjective tor be often interrupts his 
description to explain emotions and investigate causes.l6 
While keeping in mind a.nd applJing the rules tor general type char-
acterization, the writer will consider three specific t;ypes. Reterring to 
these types Cooper 8a78& "It has been thought by some that Aristotle deemed 
the buffoon or 1011', jestina par .. i te, the ironical man or t7p8 ot dissembled 
ignorance, aDd the boastful un or type ot impostors or braggarts, as 2£ 
excellence the characters (or ethel ot oomedy. ,,17 
-
16 Boyce,!!!! Theoerutan Character !! ~and !2. !§!l!, 12. 
17 Cooper, 2 Aristotelian 'l'heo!7 .!! Comedy, 171. 
.. 
OHAPrBR II 
THKIROIIOALJlAJ 
Lane Oooper defines the Ironical Man .s olte who make. h1uelf out 
a8 worS8 than he 18. He 8ays, 
It will be remembered that in the Ethic.. the Ironical Man and 
the Impoetor or _ggerer confront one another in the two vicious 
extremes which tlank the virtuous mean of Truthfulness •••• In 
comedy' the special. kind of iro1'l1' practiced by the Impo.tor f 8 opponent 
is feigned stupid! t7. • • • The Eiron who viet1m1ze. the I~08tors 
usks hi. aleverne.. under a shOW' 01 clownish dullnes.--. It 
Aristotle further compares ironic persons wi tb impostors and 
boasters. 
Ironic people, on the other hand. in depreciating the_lves, 
show a JIOra ret1ned. character" tor it s ... that the1r object i8 
not to make gain but to avoid pomposi t7. The,.. are particularlY' 
tond of d!scl.a1mi.Dg the sue quali ti.. as the boaster aftects, that 
is, the quali tie. which the world .. te ... --as was the .....,., fori 
example, of Socrates. • • • SometiMs ir'lV' i tM1f appears to be 
boastfulness, as well .. exces. • • • • 
SiDee the qualitie. of cleverness and self-depreciation poa.e •• ed 
by the Ironic Van are more .le .... ted than the coarse, c01l10 spe.ch and act8 of 
deception that charaoterize the Buffoon and. Impostor" the Eiron will appear 
1e88 frequentl,. a8 a comic tl"P8 and p088ib17 will net haft the general appeal 
1 Oooper,.!! Ari.totelian Theorr !! g,!-~.t 263. 
2 Aristotle, tficomachean Ethics, tran •• by J. I. C. Welldon, 
London, 1892, 127-131. 
8 
9 
.. 
of the lower type.. The Ironical Kan~ more refined in character, and subtle 
in his bUllor, will be appreciated by a restricted and more discerning clieD-
tele. Theretore, in the works ot Chaucer it appears that none ot his 001110 
characters fits so neat17 into this clus ot ironic _n as does Chaucer's 
portrqal of himaelt in the Canterb& !ale&. Though this paper has been 
limited to the Ccmterburz Tales, it would seem pendssible to include in this 
stud;y of Chaucer .. the Ironical Man, his experiences with the Eagle in his 
dream poem, "The House of Fame," and to allude to the first trace. of irolV' 
found in the poem, "The Book ot the DuoheSl. 1t 
As early as the writiDg ot "!he Book of the Duchel." he is tound 
slightly depreciating h1Melf in the person ot the <ire.er. This man' OOID8S 
upon a Jm1ght who is aoVDiDg the death of hi. ladl' and is crtiD& out that 
Fortune has checkmated hilt. He 1s reproved by Chaucer, the dreuaer, tor aak-
ing such a rus. oftr merely losing a cbess g_. lIarchette Chute reJU.rks tha: 
it th1s wre the only instance of Chaucer's unkind treatment ot his 01111 intel 
ligence 1 t Id.ght be explained .. a li terarr device used to gi'Ve the kD1ght a 
chance to ten his story, but this 18 oDJ.y the beg1nning ot bis -feigned 
. stupidi t7. " 
The 1nd1 vidual wbom Chaucer represents hi .. lt as being is 
unquestionably naive, a trusting, toolioh soul ud autOlll&t10al17 
a butt. The portrait bears about .. muoh reseJlblance to Geotfrey 
Chauoer himself, oourtier, diplomat, justice of the peace, and 
MJlber ot Parlilllent, as his jokes on women bear a direct resem-
blance to his nte.) 
J Marchette Chute, Oeot!r!l Chaucer !!. E!!Blaud, Nn York, 1946, 94. 
10 
With inereuing po_r of characterisation and blllllOr, Chaucer tells 
in the .econd book of ""rhe Houee of :rame" about an Ea&1e that swooped down 
!1'OJI the clouds, grabbed bia in its talons, aDd soared aloft in the twinkling 
of an eye, bearing him heawnnrd toward the House off_. 
And with bye gr,_ pawes stronge, 
'tith7ll hrs sharpe nqlea lonal, 
lie, ne1l'1P, in a awap he hente, 
.And with hya .ours .Jen lIP wente, 
Me ~ in hi. ola .... starte, 
As liaht17 u I wre a lark •• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tna I loage in hJ8 clnes lay, 
'fil at the lute he to .. spak 
In mannea voia, and .eyde, f Awake! 
And. be not agut 80, tor shamel' 4 
Chaucer, the creator of .ach feathe17 representative of "The Parlia-
Jlent of Fowls," troll the royal eagle "who pierced the .un 1fi. th his sharp glance' 
, 
to the "water-towls 1Ibo sat lo.at in the dale" lq helple.. in the cl..... ot 
his own creature, the lagle. "eliDg GeoffreJ' grow cold with tear, the hireS. 
maneUftred him into po.l tion s. that he could take his pulse with one talon 
while he balanced the frightened poet betMeen beaven and earth with the other. 
Had the W1te of Bath bung thus in 1114 air, there would have been a scene of 
uproarious comedy, but to haft the great Chaucer 8. treated. 1s not only cOllie 
but 1 t hu the spioe of 'being ironically comic. As they soared upward, the 
F"agle tried to put Chaucer at hi. ease, though he adldtted that Gaofff'fl7, as 
he 80 familiarly called h1m, was no light wight. 
4 Robinson, Chaucer, "Houee or Fame'! S41 ... SSS, 337. 
And. wi. th .om to coatorte, 
And .a"de t..,.e8, 'Seynte Marye!' 
Thou art noyoul tel' to carye, S 
And' notb,-ng n.edeth it, pardee J 
11 
Chaucer feared u they roee higher that Jeve might chaDge him into a star, 
but the Ea.gle reassured him that Jove had other .,rk to do. Possibly the 
Poet did not look too bright. WhUe bearing Chaucer ever upward, this remark-
able bird began to let fall from his beak words ot wisdom and. inst.ruct1en, 
tak1Di delight 1D his abUit,. to make his high and intricate aubject-matter 
simple to a simple man. 
Telle me thia DOlt' reythtully, 
HaTe '1 not proved thua sympl,., 
Wi tbeute any 8ubtili te 
Or speehe j 0.1' gret prolix1 te 
Of termss ef phil08ophie, 
Of celeur. of rethorike? 
Pardee, hit eught the to 17ke I 
For harde langage and hard matere 
Ys encombri'18 tel' to here 
Attone8J 1fOat thou DOt wel this? 6 
The feathered pedagogue hoped that Geoffrey appreciated this condescension. 
It W88 not eaay to modity his language to the uneducated and to one of limi-
ted intelligenoe. 
'A hal quod he, 10 80 I can 
Lewedl7 to a lewd man 
Speke, and show hem nyche skile8 
That he may shake he. be the bUes, 
So palpable they 8hulden be. 7 
5 Ibid., 572-576, ))1. 
-
6 Ibid., 852-B6~, )40. 
-
7 Ibid., 865-870, )40. 
-
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Chaucer was in a position to do little more than au_r: "Yi81 II Down on the 
good old English turf he mq at time. ba.... had the trying experience of being 
cornered by some long-winded clerk with a de.ire to inst1"Uct, but never had 
he been lectured while dangling in mid air from the cla.... ot a bird. In 
his precarious po.i tion it 11'88 not wise to show resentment when his accom-
plished guide asked it he would learn something ot the stars. 
Wi th that this egle gaD to cr;re 
• tat be, t quod he, 'tb7 tantaayel 
Wil t thou lere of 8terrea aught? 
I NaT, certeynl;y, quod T, • right naUght. f 
'And why? hr "I' &11 now to old. • 
tElle. I ... olde the have told.' 
Quod he, 'the .terres name., 10, 
And a1 the heftlles .:rgnas therto, 
And which they ben.· 6 
AIJ Chaucer gazed an-.trioken on the "JI1l"1ads with beating heart. ot fire 
that aeon. cannot vex or t1re,n9 the .uepioion dawned that the indefatigable 
bird intended to nae and. place each heavenly 'bo<V in an organize4 a.tronomi-
; 
cal lecture. At the risk of being dropped tor not being a star pupil /Jig, 
he cried. "Nay, certeynl.y, tor T am now to old.' Not onlT ..... the .ubject 
too involved tor his abilities, but he teared that the brilliancy ot the stars 
would make him go blind. The disU1u.ioned instructor realizing that Ohaucer 
was incapable ot profiting by the vut f1nd1ngs of scientific research, de-
si.ted and fle ... onward .ilentlT toward the Hou.e ot Fame. 
8 ~., 99l-1ooo, )41. 
9 Sara 'reudale, IIStar.,· stars To-Hlet, I .... York, 19)0, 4. 
t And eke they shyDen bere 80 bryghte, 
H7t sbuld. shenden al JJt¥ s1'ghte. 
To loke on hu. I • That JUT we! 'be,' 
Quod he. And so torth bar he me 
A. while I and than he gan to 0178 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
'Se bere the Hous ot lame, 10110 
1) 
.. 
Tbe Tractatwt .tatea that laughter is aroused by ".iillation 
toward the 'Wor.e or aasimUation toward the better. U Chaucer hu used both 
devices in raising the Eagle above bi. nat'Ul"al state and by debasiD& himsell 
to a position interior to the-bird. laturall1' this juxt&po.ition ot char-
acters creates the inconarv.1 t1' which is the heart 01 coaedT. Here ia one ot 
Chaucer's low17 leathered creatures asaum1ng an attl tude of Ul-dilgu1 .. d 
tolerance tor the ph7sical weakness and sental backw'ardness of bis creator. 
The poet who haa written such elegant verae in hi. "Tro:1lu and Criseyde" and. 
his "Knight· s Tale lt all_ bis eagle-teacher to choose speecb without "sub-
tilite," or Itprol1x1te," or tltigure8 of poetrie," 01' .colours ot rethorike, ff 
that thff 81aDple Chaucer 1IA7 the ItOre e .. sily understand. "to, so I oan .peke 
lewed.l.y' :;0 a lend man." Robinson • ..,.. in the DOte.. "WhUe it 1_ tru8 that 
Chaucer's at-titwie toward book_ wu that ot a man of letters rather than a 
scholar, nevertheless, the ranae of his kD01t'le4ge and the quali 107 of bis in-
telligence wre such as to deserve the epithet "learned Chaucer. tt12 Is it 
10 Robinson, Chaucer, "The House of Fame," 1015-1024, )42. 
11 Cooper,.!!! Aristotelian Theo!], !! Comedy, 225. 
12 Robinson, Chaucer, 346. 
not lronical, too, that the author ot a treatls. on aatronom;y should be In-
structed 'by a bird concemiDg the stars and should 01!T out tba t. he ..... too 
old to learn? 
Chute remarks that I "As Chaucer greY more 8lCp8rleooed ia his art, 
he entered into the gue of insul t.lna h1uell with increaslng eathusl .. and 
it was this, along with what was belleved to be his stumbliDg meter, that 
gave Chaucer for centuries the reputation of be1ng f nat ... e •• ,,13 
Not only 18 this scene of the poet and the blrd touched wi t.b 
Chaucer's _llow humor, but it is the flrst indication of that talent for 
conversing in rh7'f18 which fouad its perteoUoll ill !!!! C&.nterbm Talea. Only 
a muter of diction oould retain the naturalness of talk 1a poetio rbJtha. 
Thoae who do not read Chaucer in the original loae the flayor of this ra01 
easY' dialogue. 
Chauoer depreciates himself &leo in the Prologue by JlII.k1ng himaelf 
the mO'st l~.::oru;picuoua of the pilgrims. ..at ot the story tellers are de-
scribed Idnutely in their persou, clres., and general character traits, but 
Chaucer says nothing about h1:uelf except that before the pilgrims had ret.1.red 
he had spoken to eve17 one of them. Though effacing hi_elf and silent17 
ob.en:t..ng the comp&!\y, it wu nee.aeary that he talk nth each of them that 
later he 1I1ght include bits of past personal history as _II as certain 
character traits. 
13 Chute, Oeoftm Chaucer, 94-
15 
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In "The Tale of Sir Tbopu" the poet shows h1m8elt as the Ironical 
Van par excellence. When the Prioress had finished bel' story 6 the Host 
turned to Chaucer and teasiDg hill ukedt "'fbat anner ot man are 7oU! Are 
you looking for a rabbit with TOur eyes al"&78 ataring at the ground?" Then 
he called the pUgriJII to uke -7 for the un with the elfish look. tJpon 
the Boat's requeat for a story:l Chaucer a .... d to be mo_ntarily confueed 
and confessed tbat be 1mew only one rhyme that be had learned long ago. 
'Hooate6 ' quod. I, 'ne beth nat ,-vel. apayed, 
For nother tale certee kan I noon, 
But of a r.ym I lerned longe agoon. t 
tYe, that is good, t quod he. 'now ahul we hoe.". 
80m deyntee thyrlg6 me thynketh by his cheere. t 4# 
!he ttdeyutee thyng" prOftd to be one of those interminable ntrical 
romances that include in exaggerated figurative terms a detailed descriptlon 
of each of the charactera of the tale, his accoutrements6 and a minute account 
of hi' coaqueeta. .l few linea from Chaucer's "Sir ThOp&SIf will Ulustrate. 
Sir Tbop.s .. aa a doghty naynJ 
Ihi t wu bis tace as pqnd.em.a7n, 
Hia llppes rede as rose J 
Bis rode il 17k Icarlet in srqn, 
And I you teU. in good gertayn, 
Be hadde a 8e .. ly nose.15 
This gallant knight pricked through a fair forest where wre found 
many a wild beast such ae the deer and han.. '1'he fearful forest contained 
great trees like the licorice shrub and ginger and clove and nutmeg bushes. 
14 Robinson, Chaucer, VII 706-712, 197. 
15 Ibid., 724-730, 198. 
-
16 
'!'he songsters in the wood. were none other than the sparrow-hawk and the pop-
pinjay who made sweet ditties. Sir Thopaa fell into a love-longing when he 
heard this singing and spurred on l1ke a Mdman, making hi. tair steed sweat 
so with the spurring that men Jlight have wrung out the water. So wear.r was 
Sir Thopas froll riding owr the 80ft gras. that be laid himself down and 
dreamed ot an elf queen. 
On and. on droned Chaucer telling of the deeds of Sir Thopa. press-
ing forward on "his steede or dappull gra7!t until the Host unable to bear aDT 
lIore cried. 
'Ntaoore of this, rGr Ooddes digD! '"' t 
• • • I tor thou ll8k.st me 
So "17 01 th7 wrray lewdnesse 
That, allo wia1,. God IfI7 soule blesH, 
Jqn eres aken of th7 drast7 speche. 
low 8W1ch a rya the de .... l I bltechel 
Thia may wel be ryII doggerel • • .' 6 
Chaucer feigned indignation at this rude and ill-considered interruption. 
'Why so?' quod I, 'my n1toW' lettEl .. 
MOore of JBT tale than another man, 
Syn tbat it i8 the baste rya I kan,.17 
Since it ... the beet rhyme that the poet kMW, wh7 was he not permitted to 
finish his tale like the other pilgrims? 
'Sire, at a word, thou shalt no lenger ryme. ,18 
16 Robinson, Chaucer, VII 919-925, 200. 
17 Ibid., 925-930, 200. 
-
18 Ibid., 9)1, 200. 
-
17 
The Host. realized that. in this matter he must. be firm. He and the 
oth~rs had endured t.oo much of this "drast,.. J7III1Di." 
Speaking of the chara of Chaucer's irony in t.his contribution or 
the poet.'s, Marchette Chute s81sa 
Chaucer's tale of Sir Thopas is the funniest Parod1' in the 
realm of .. rioue English literature. '1'0 realize full,.. the mv-
derous delicaq of Chaucer's pertol"lltance, it wuld be neces.ar,y 
t.o read halt a dozen of t.he Middle Inglish metrical romances that 
he is parod;ying here) but even casual reading ot Geoffrey's con-
t.ribut.ion sbows the in1m1 table combination or the sober and the 
absurd that makes Sir 'l'hopae a thing ot such ~light.l' 
'lbe Host did not wish to discourage poor Chaucer, although in his 
posi t.ien of 1IIUter of ceremonies, he had to protect. the pUgrima from heiDi 
imposed on by' well-mean1.ng but ignorant dunces. He would give him one more 
chance b7 penaitting h:Lm to tell a prose story provided that there was mirth 
and wisdom in it. Chaucer showing hi.maelt eager to please chos. troll his 
limited repertoire !fa litel thyng in prose. ft Fearing another interruption 
he cried. 
• And thertore herkneth What. that. I ahal •• ,.., 
ADd let. .. tallen al .., tale, I prqe. t 20 
The prose tale of Xelibee though not so seuseless as Sir Thop.s, 
proved t.o be a lengt.h:y dissertat.ion on t.he virtue of patience and JIlU8t have 
t.axed the patience or lIl&n7 a pUgr1a, ,...t. the cODlp&ny' st.oically gave h1m a 
hearing even to the end. Chesterton c01IIIenting on the contribut.ion sa)'lll 
19 Chute, Qeof.treZ; Chaucer I 297. 
20 Robinson, Chaucer, VII 96"'966, 201. 
18 
• 
"Then b.r way of a final climax or aaticltmax he solemnly proceed8 to tell a 
rather dull stol'7 in prose. low. joke of that scale goes a great deal beyond 
the particular point, or pointl.ssnes., of the Rime ot Sir Thopas.-2l 
The Aristotelian device of •• simUation to the worse and to tbe 
better in character portrayal which Chaucer used in the scene between biJl8elt 
and the Eagle is used again in the stor,y of Sir Thopa.. The poet debases him-
,elt when h. conf ••••• to th. Ho.t that h. knowa only one m,.., and lowers 
himself still furtdler by the "<!rut,. J"1lI. and "doggerel" of his tale, Sir 
'l'hopas. E..,.n the desoription ot hiJU.lf wbich h. puts into the JIO\\th ot the 
Host lower. him somewhat, picturing hi. as a sllple, timid, little man gazing 
ever on the ground. 
Aristotle sa,..1 lfIroOT is aore liberal or [!retinedY than but-
1'oone1"1' the ironical man jests tor his own &II\1.8_nt, the buffoon tor the 
amusement ot another. 22 It will be seen in a later studJ how buftoons are 
ever bent on rai.ing a laugh, tor they Wish to be thought humorous or witty 
at 8117 co.t. The Ironical Man, too, will be unapar1ng of hiue1f, but with a 
motive quite different. He s_ek. not to saus. the audienoe, but rather to use 
it tor his own .. _.nt as a butt for his jest. 
As Chaucer drolly proceeded with his tale ot Sir !hop .. , he was as 
oon8Cio'l18 of his audience as are any of the other .tor,. teUers, and watched 
21 Gilbert I. Chesterton, Chaucer, London, 1948, 19. 
22 Aristotle, Rhetoric, tr. b,. Jebb, 191. Cited b.r Cooper, An 
!r1stotelian Th8017 !! Co"' !2). -
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1fi th repressed glee for the tirst sl&Il8 of restlessness. His act! ve brain 
was as cr~ative in tGuohing up this Sir Thops. romance, adding verse upon 
verse to this ridiculous parody', as 1 t was when he oonoe1 "ed the charm1Dg 
tale ot "Aro1t~ and PalaDlOn .. " 1tfith what inward chuckles be must have ~;1n.d 
the groWing boredom. ot the comparv.. Probably the Miller, the Wife, and the 
Cook would have been the first d.istracted, to be followed in varting degrees 
by each of the pilgrims; but the oourteous Priore •• would show s1lDPatbetio 
attention up to the blasting interruption of the Host. He had no doubt been 
1I'ai ting tor an opportun1 t7 to 'I1"i te such an outburst, even as he had led the 
Eagle on to display his pompous learning. "No one suffered fools more gladq .. 
• • .. He was a polished adept in the dangerous diplomatic art of really get-
ting some fun out of tunny people. ,,23 
It bad been mentioned that aocording to Aristotle the Iromoal )lan 
disclaims the qualities .hieh the 1fOrld .SWeIIS. In doing this he see:ns to 
discredit the judgment ot the world and to set hilIsel! above it. One can see 
from this bow iroD1 had been considered by Aristotle as a fora of boasttul.-
ness. Chauoer loved his pilgrims J b.e was their creator, but because of this 
relationship it W&8 hi. right to play with them and to poke tun at them and 
even foist on them the· dull tale of MelibH and the silly one of Sir 'l'hopas .. 
However, Chaucer not only provided aauaement for hiuell in this role of 
Simpleton, but he has down through the ;years delighted his readers with whom 
he has ehared theee pleasant jokes on the pilgrims and the bird. 10 one has 
2) Chesterton, Chaucer, 81. 
20 
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appreciated this irony of Chaucer's more truly than lIr. Chesterton who hiJUel 
!lust have practioed this art of self-depreciation on 1UJ'l7 an unsuspecting brag 
gart. He sa)"S , 
lJ'he Chaucerian ironT is SOJDetiJaes so large that it is too large 
to be seen ••• The joke i. not that Chaucer is joking at bad ballad-
mongers. the joke is much larger than that •••• The poet 18 the 
Maker. • • .and Chaucer i8 the creator of the wool. world of his 
creatures. He made the pilgrimage, he ude the pilgrims. Out of 
him is all the golden P&ieantry and chivalry of the Knight's TaleJ 
all the rw and l'O'tfdT tarce ot the lUner' s J he told through the 
mouth of the Prioress the pathetic legend of the Ohild llart,yr and 
through the aoutb. of the Squire the wild, al.aoat !rabian rO!:lanOt) 
of Cubuscu. And he told thera all in sustained _lodious vertle, 
seldoJR '0 continuously prolonged in li taratuN, in a style that 
sings f'roJIl start to finish. Then in due course, &8 the poet is 
aleo a pUgrim &lIODg the pilgn_, he i. asked tor his contribu-
tion and he is struck dumb at first with embarrassment, and then 
starts a gabble of the worst doggerel in the book. It i. so bad 
that after a page or two of it, the tolerant innkeeper breaks in 
with the desperate protelt of one who can bear no more •••• Iow 
a joke of that scale goes a great deal beTOnd the partioular 
point, or pOintlessness, of the Rime ot Sir l.'hopu •••• .Among 
the types and tfade., the coarse 1I1l1er, the hard-fist.ed Ree ... , 
the Clerk, the Cook, the Shlpaan, the Poet is the only man who 
knows no poet17. P""t the iroD)" 1. Wider and deeper than that. • 
• • • It hu in it all the JlYBtery ot the relation of the maker 
with things made. There tall. on i 1; fro. afar ewn .ome dark 
ray ot the irony of God, who ft. raocked when He entered His own 
world, and killed when He came UlOllg Hi. creatures. 24 
24 Chesterton, Ohaucer, 18-20. 
CHAPTER III 
Aristotle pe1"lll1 ts a broader interpretation of the term impostor 
than is generally accepted by including every type of pretender from the vain 
boaster who is often hanales. to the person of low character whoae deception 
is malicious. Today, s1no~us with the term impostor is the quack, or un-
.killed pretender, especially to medical knowledge, the charlatan who adds 
the implication of pretentiou. or nasb.y display, and the mountebank: who 
bears the suggestion ot buffoonery, but the boaster 1s not included. Aristotle 
in treating of this type Saysl 
It aeems that the boaster i. one who is tond ot pretendi... to 
poa.es8 the qualities which the world esteems, although he does not 
poasess them, or doe. not pos.ess them to the extent that he pre-
tends •••• A person who pretends to greater thiDgs than he pos-
seSHS if he haa no ulterior object in doing 80, seems to be a 
pereon of low character, as otherwise he would not ta.Jce pleasure 
in falaehood, but he look. more like a fool than a knave. Suppos-
ing it be he has an object, if the object be glory or honor, the 
pretentioue person, like the boaster i. not highly censurableJ but 
if it be money, or the means of getting money, his conduct is lIOn 
discreditable. It is not a particular faculty, but a habit of 
chOice, which constitutes the bouter, tor it is by' virtue of his 
1I0ral state and his character that he is a boaster, &8 a person is 
a liar it he takes pleasure in talsehood for its own sake or as a 
means of winning reputation or gain. Thus it is that boastful 
people, if their object is reputation, pretend to such qualities 
aa win praise or congratulation, but if their object is gain, they 
pretend to such qualities as IfIII.Y be beneficial to their neighbors •••• 1 
1 Aristotle, Nicamacbean Ethics, 4. 13-14, trans. by W811don, 127-129. 
21 
22 
• Lane Cooper points out that iapo8tors are numerous and important in 
the comedy of all t1.lles. "In a later age the braggart soldier, the deceitful 
slave, the scheming or pretentious rogue ot every description, ••• all be-
long to this type. • • Falstatt, the many slded~ is likewise related to it. 
Moliere' s Tartutte • • • is our chief modern example ... 2 He further quotes 
Aristotle as stating that pretence, if it takes the tora of exaggeTation, is 
boastfulness, and one who is gi Yen to 1 t is a bouter o~ an impostor • .3 
In Chaucer one finds examples of the impo.tor rangins trom the 
mildly boastful Chanticleer, 1.reS. of the barnyard, to the hypocritical Friar 
in "The SUIIIIlOMr' sTale, ft who extort. gitt. froa the naive parishioners of 
the countl'J'Side." A few of these impoitors or trnggerers will be studied 
wi th Aristotle' lIS conception of the type in 1I1nd. 
A. mE COOl AID THE FOX 
Chaucerts mock epic, "!be Bunts Priest's Tale,ff introduces the 
boaster Chantioleer and his wily adversary Sir Russel, the fox. Chanticleer 
warned in a dream of impending misfortune, was advised by his wise and loqua-
cious wife, Pertelote, to forget his nightmares. Taking her advice he forgot 
the phantou of the night, new down from his perch, and walked about the 
yard confident and happy. As he chased a butterny among the .... ds, he be-
came aware of a stranger crouching silently in the shadows and eyeing him 
intently. He would have ned in terror but the fox rea8sured hi'll saying I 
2 Cooper,!!! Aristotelian Theorz !!.! Co_dy, 264 • 
.3 Ibid., 117. 
-
2) 
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"Alas, gentle sir, are you a1'raid ot me who am your friend? I oome to hear 
you sing, you lune a voice &II beautiful as an angel in heaven. Only one 
otber could compare with you in this angelic art. Your good father (God rest 
hiS soul) sang early in the mornings and frequently to malee his voice stnmger 
he stretohed out his Mck and closed his .1'8s. Can you imitate TOur father 
in this? II Chanticleer, taken off his guard, shut his eyes on1T to find him-
self suddenly whisked on to the back of the fox and off to the near-bT woods. 
Profesaor Tatlock excellentlT tranelates into modern English 
Chauoer's delightful account of the chase. 
The poor widow and her daughters heard theae hens crT and 
lament, and started out at the door forthwi ttl and aaw the fox 
Inake toward the wood, bearing the cock on his back. "Out' alasl 
helpl" they cried. "Hoi hoS the foxl If and after him they ran, 
and m.&.n7 another Wight with her distaff in hand, ran cow and 
calf and the vary hogs, 80 ateared they wre for the barking of 
the hounds and the ahouting of the men and. women. They ran till 
they thought their heart8 would burst, theT yelled 11ke fiends 
in hell, the duoks quacked as i£ they were being slaughtered, 
the geese in tear flew over the tree tops, a swarm of bees oame 
out of the hive; so hideous was the noise, ah benedicitel • • • • 
They brought horns of brass, of wood .. of born and bone, and blew 
and bellowed in them, and 80 ahrieked and whooped withal till it 
seemed as if the beavens would drop.4 
Changing Fortune, however, suddenlT favored the cock u be laT in 
the grasp of the fox. llis mind had been acti va when he took what he feared 
was to be his last ride, and as they neared the woods, he said to the foxt 
"Sir, if I were you I would taunt and defY the orowd by calling, 'Turn back 
4 John S. P .. Tatlock and PerGT JlacKaye, The Modern Reader's 
Chaucer. The Poetical Works of Geotfrel Chaucer. Now First Put into 
~rn Engri'8h, New York, lSil!; lB. - - -
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you proud churls, may a pestilence fall upon you.. Now that. I am come to the 
wood t s edge I will eat the cook .. ' fl ~! In faith it shall be done, tt answered the 
fox; but as he spoke, the oock sprang from his mouth and new higb up to the 
tree tope. Sir Russel protested that he was merely playing and begged Chan-
ticlser to come down that he might show him what he really meant, but the 
cock would not permit the fox to beguile him a second time. 
Germaine Dempster points to this situation as an excellent example 
of Chaucer's use of dramatic ir0nf_ 
The reversal of parts of flatterer and dupe is the very core 
of the story. Good dramatio irolV' IlU8t invertibly result mm 
such a reversal. • • • this dramatic iro~ is heightened, first 
by the character ot tbe tox as aocepted in animal epic.ho His repu-
tation as archmsster in deception not only makes a failure more 
amusing in itselt, but ukes it appear as the al_st direct conse-
quence of his last piece of cunning. For where could the cock ha-ve 
learned to handle the subtle _apon of flattery bet tel" than in the 
first half of the story where he falls victim to the art.tul.ness of 
the fox? And second the dramatic ironf is heightened by the amus-
ing similarity of methods used tirst b7 the fox against the cock 
then vice versa: tne eyes closed in one episode, and the mouth 
open in the other.5 
Chaucer's interest in character shows itself when treating of 
animals as well as with men. In this animal fable again he uses the device 
of assimilation to the better as laid down in the Tractatua. Chanticleer, 
Pertelote, and Sir Russel take on oertain faculties of man such as thought 
and speeoh while retaining the characteristics of animals. It is the element 
of character and not the story that Chaucer stresses. Chaucer i8 more 
S Germaine Dempster, "Dramatic Irony in Chaucer," Languase ~ Li tera-
~, IV, September, 19)2, 312. 
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~oneerned with characterising OhanticlMr, Portelote, aad. Sir Ru.ael t.b.U with 
Itbe moral of the 8to17_ In thi. matter ot obaract.er delineation., tho deYioe 
~r a8sUdlat1on to the betwr to raise animal characters to man's statw:s hu 
!been u.ed otten b;r tonti.ttl oentur, authors. _1 Ohudler narrla with Me 
ereT Rath1t. nobert 1§athan in his delightful ani_l fantast.a, and more 1"0-
centlT George Orwell 1n hi. Animal faN,6 aft only a few wo have elevated 
-
ardWS wi tb ."tnldng e1'teot1 vene ••• 
Both Ct.1&ntioleer and S1r lbuiI •• l n84 to anoest.r')" and. enviroDlll8nt. the 
forution of the enaraote!!' whicb de1An."'Il1Ded the hUh'l tobe,. would play on lite·. 
hatched into a ute and ",ape.table Jocl.V trom .. aoble, ou1 t1 ftted .tock, 
grew up to be the on17 "cock on the walk, If aDd conaequentlr tne pride and JOT 
of a de.,ot.ed followinc of hena. He 11'ftd but to or. and bask in the sun ot 
6 ! clever, ht.irioa1 denunciation ot eo-um ... 
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the saddle of a kin;;; and his grand auntts sleek coat graced the shoulders of 
a duchess. If he himself had managed to evade extermination at th.o hands of 
a hostile society, he had hi1.:5 own keen wits to thank. Conturies of breeding 
had produced in Sir Russel, a fox, crafty <:J.,'G;d sly, super1;)ly fitt<~d to play the 
role of barnyard brit;?and. 
Cha.nticleer appeared as the. c-oaster during his pedantic dissertation 
on dr.;a.ms. HiD long quotations from the classics must have quite dazzled his 
less-gifted wife thou.;h, womanlike, at the end of the discussion "she was of 
the same opinion still." Before hopping down from. his perch, he complimented 
Pertelot.e, usini:!, in his pompous way a bit of .La.tin which he condescendingly 
traaslated with such a "'broad interpretation:
' 
that he mistakenly reversed the 
meaning of his quotation. 
For when I se the beautes of youre face, 
It maketh al my drede for to dyen; 
For al so 8iker is ~ Erincipio, 
~~ier est horninis contu.io,--
Madame, -uie sentence of tJ'lis Latyn is, 7 
f~"oman is mannes joye and al his blis.' 
Mrs. Dempster in illustrating L"lOther instance of Cha.ucer's dramatic 
irony shows that Chanticleerts downfall was due to self-confiJence. This 
fault; sprang from the cock's character of boaster. 
-
Chanticleer, all through the argument about dreams, feels con-
fidtmt that he has the stroD6er support of the authorities. The;: 
logical conclusion of his argument is, of course, that he should be 
on his guard. But it f18.ppens that in the course of his .speech, his 
pleasure in exhibiting his knowledge and cleverness had developed 
ill him a certain self-satisfaction that quickly bring:] him to self-
confidence. Because he has so brilliantly gemonstrated that he 
Should be afraid, he is not afraid anymore!O 
Chaucer, VII 3160-)166, 242. 
IV, 1932, 
7 Robinson, 
8 Dempster, 
313. 
"Dramatic Iro~ in Chauoer, If Langua~e .!22 Literature, 
I""" 
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More malicious tha.n the booster, the fox f1 t8 into the class of 
vd~ impostors who live by their wits and whose end is personal gain. 
A col-tox tul of sly iniqu1 tee, 
That in the grove hadde 1'IOned yeres three, 
By heigh Ylnaginacioun forncast, 
The same nyght thurghout the heg-ges brast 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • • • • * 
Wai tynge his tYIlle on Chaunteeleer to falle, 
As gladly doon th1se homyeides alle 
That in await llt;gen to mordre WID. 
o false mordrour" lurkynge in thy dent 
o newe Sear1ot, newe oenylon, 
False dissynlUlour, 0 Greek Synon, 
That bro€,ntest Troye al outre.q to sorwel9 
opportunity ever ready to further the designs of the Wicked at last 
a.fter three years of waiting gave BirRussel his chance. 
Oh Opportunityl thy guilt is great, 
tHs thou that execut' st the traitor's treaeonJ 
Thou settl at the wolf where he the lamb may get; 
Whoever plot the sin" thou point' at the season} 
And in thy shady cell, where none may spy him, 
Sits Sin to seize the souls that wander by him.IO 
Mald.ntl the most ot the day'e good fortune, Sir Russel lay in wait 
woong the herbs when Chanticleer first spied him. As the cock startod up in 
fright at sight of his natural enemy, the suave impostor spoke quietly': 
'GenUl sire, allaa& wher 1'101 ye gon? 
Be 1e at.trawed of me that am youre f'reend? 
Now eert&8 I were worae than a f~ 
If I to yow wolde harm or vtleynyel 
Without givill6 Chantioleer time tD refiect, the fox emitted hie subtle flattery, 
9 Robinson, Chaucer, VII .3215-3229, 242-243_ 
10 William Shakespeare, "The Rape of Luoreceu in ~le COI:p,lete 110m 
~ ShaketWeare, ad. vtlllism Allen Neilson, Student'e Hclition, Boston, !§06, m9. 
11 Robinson, Chaucer, VII 3284-)288, 243. , 
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that honeyed poison that numbs the faculties of man intoxicating him with 
visions of hls own excellence. 
B7t trewely, the cause of my com;ynge 
Was oonly tor to herkne how that y8 synge. 
For tre_Iy, ye have as myrie a stevena 
As any aunSel hath that 1s in hevene. 
Therwi th 7'fI han in musyek moore feelynge12 Than hadde Boec8, or any that kan synge. 
The tox will not only praise Chanticleer, but he will speak well of the 
rooster's departed parents. What tather does not swell with pride at the 
report of good things acoomplished by his son? What child is not elated at 
the rehearsal of the great deeds of his father? The fox failed to mention, 
however, that he was responsible for the early demise of these good parenta. 
'My lord youre lader--Ood hls soule bles .. l 
.And eek youre moeder, of hire gentile sse , 
Han in myn hoWl ybeen to my greet eS8 J 
And certes, s1re tul tayn wolde I 70ff plese. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . 
Save yow, I herde nevere man so '7Ilge 
As dide youre tader in the morn1VD.ge. 
Certes, it wu ot herte, al that he song. 
And tor to make his vo,ys the moore strong, 
He wo1de .0 payne hJlD. that with bothe his yen 
Iie moste wynice, so loude he wold. cryen, 
And stonden on hi. tiptoon therwithal, 
And strecche forth his nekke long and smal. 
And eek he was of swich deBcrecioUD 
That ther nas no man in no regioun 
That h:rm in song or wisedom ~gbte passe.1) 
Had not Chanticleer been completely duped b.r this flatter" and false 
protestation ot friendahip, he would have pricked up his ears at the oOll'Dent 
that the oock's parents had been in the tox's house to his great content. ~ 
12 Ibid., VII 3269-329" 243. 
-I) ~., VII 329,-3311, 243-244. 
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insincere praise had no other end than to brin& Ohanticleer into the self-same 
house. Throughout the ages this kind of intrigue has been going on. "Won' t 
you come into BIT parlor?" said the spider to the fiy_ AlwaY's there is the 
pretence of friendship, al1l'a18 the impostor is masquerading-the wolf in 
sheep's clothing. Aristotle says that it is b7 virtue ot his moral state and 
hiS character that a man is an impostor and that it is a habit of choice that 
makes him love talaehood. AU of this is clearly- demonstrated in the fox. 
With leering smile he assured the cock of friendship and swore that he would 
be worse than a tiend if he were to do him harm. He protested that he 'AS 
charmed by the music of the rooster's voice though he was probably measuring 
the size ot his drum sticks. 
The two extremes ot impostor as conce! ved by Aristotle have been 
used by' Chaucer in this pleasant tale. The boastful cock and the hypocritical 
tox outwitted each other in turn; the one nearlY' lost his life because he 
tatled to keep his eyes open and the other lost. a chicken dinner because he 
tailed to keep his mouth shut. 
B. SMllf 
The 1I111er Simldn, another ot Chaucer's impostors, appears in all or 
his pride and pretentiousness in "The Reeve's Tale." He JD&y be included in 
this class of pretenders both as a naggersr pretending to a higher station 
than his birth warranted, and as a downright impostor paSSing for an honest 
miller though an adept at thievel'1. 
A millers 11'&8 ther dnllynge II8.D7 a day. 
A.8 any peook he was proud. and g81'. 
Pipen he koude and flsshe, and nettes beete, 
And turne coppe., and wel wrutle and sheete, 
Ay by his belt he bur a long panade, 
And ot a nerd tul trenchant was the blade. 
A joly poppere baar he in his pouche J 
Ther wu no JUn, tor peril, dorste hym touche. 
A Shefteld thwitel baar he in his hose. 
Ae piled as an ape was his skulle, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
A theet he was tor sothe of corn and me18, 
And that a .ly, and usaunt tor to !tele. 
His name was hoot. deynous Symkyn. 4 
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One notes here JD.IiU1f ot the qualities of the Miller of the Prologue. 
Like him Simkin could pl&)" the bagpipe and wrestle as well as fish and mend 
nets and shoot. Here, too, is found thAit intolerable pride bolstered by a 
brute strength that no one had the temerity to def1. Allot this blustering 
and bullying were merely an elaborate defence to hide his secret recognition 
of his own inferiority. Lowes comments Gn Chaucer's laying open the realoause 
of the pride of Simkin and his wite in a searching analysis cf theee two pre-
tenders. 
His wife, says Chaucer, was Gf nGble kin. 'The persGn ot the 
toun hir fader was.' ••• Parsons then were celibatee •••• And 
80 she had been fostered in a mmner;y. And a subtle reading ot 
human nature underlies the next detail. 'or -she was proud, and 
peert. u 18 a pye,' and stand-ott1ah, and contemptuous. her in-
stinctive, defensive reaction to the stigma ot her birth. But--
It aDJ"body called her anything but 'Iladam.e t Simkin (another infal-
11ble touch) .... ready with his arsenal,l, 
An iJIIposing picture the arrogant pair made as they strode ott to 
church clothed in their S~ finery with heads carried high. 
14 ~., I (A) 392$-3941, 61. 1, John Livingston Lowes, Oeottrez Chaucer .!!!2 .!:!l! Development !.! 
!!!! Genius, Bostqn, 1934, 2n. 
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A full fair sight were the two together on holy days J he would 
walk before her with the tail of h1s hood wound about his head, and 
she came a:f'ter in a scarlet petticoat, and Simkin wore hose of the 
like. No wight durst call htr aught but 'dame f J no man 80 bold walked 
by the way that durst trine or dally with her, unless he would be 
slain by Simkin with outlass or knife or dagger. For jealoua tolk 
are evermore perilousJ leastways they would have their wives believe 
so. And eke, because she was somewhat smirched in her· raame ahe was 
repellant as water in a ditch, and full ot disdain and ot insolence. 
She thought ladies should treat her With respect, what wi til her 6 
gentle kin and her elegance that she had. learned in the nunnery.l 
It is not necessary to take up the tabliau lIhich tells how Simkin at 
first outwitted the clerks, stealing their grain, only in turn to have his 
family ignominiously disgraced by these young men. The oharacter portrayal of 
the miller and his wife builds up a background preparatory to the 18 tar action 
of the story. otten in the intrigues of impostors there is introduced draa-
tic irorv'l that turning of the tables which results in the dcnm.fall and 
humiliation ot the pretenders. Mrs. Dempster points once again to Chaucer's 
use ot this device. 
Dramatic iron,' is the very essenoe of the plot as Chaucer b&d 
it fro. his model. Chaucer's next step is the preparation of ironi-
cal eftects by means of elaborate oharacterisation. Some of the 
details in his introduction of Simkin and his tamily have, ot course, 
a comic value independent ot the rest of the sto17, partly becau .. 
the Reeve is drawing a character that skillfully suggests the Jf111er 
of the General Prologue. )(oat of what. is said is oalculated to 
strike as strong a oontrast as possible with the amusing denouement: 
the mUler swaggers about armed with daggers and lmives that. he ma,. 
look the more ridiculous when o.aten by the clerk. and recei Ying t.he 
decisive blow from his wite; he is jealous and foolishly proud of 
having married a woman of "noble kin" brought up in a nunnery that 
we ma,. laugh the more at his lIlistort.unes •••• and finally. Simkin 
is not one of thoae cOlBOn uninteresting thie",e. who would steal 
just for the sake ot profit-he is an artist" a dilettante, one who 
knowa all the scale from "curteous" to "outrageoue" theft and enjoys 
16 Tatlock and IacKaye, Reader's Chaucer, 66. 
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the practice of his art a hundred times more than the posse.sion of 
a tew pounds ot meal. How very captivating to watch the process by' 
which such a man is to be caught in his own net.17 
Aristotle, it has been seen, considers the impostor a person ot low 
character who delights in falsehood. Simkin relished th. pleasure of cheating 
not for the profit it brought him but for the satisfaction he deri,.d fram the 
deception its.lt. Here again, as was the ease with the cock and the fox, his 
misfortune resulted from his character of impostor. 
And therfore this proverbe is .eyd tul sooth, 
"lf1m thar nat wene wel that 7"'e1e dooth 11 J 
A gylour shal hymself bigyled be.lft 
O. Tim BEGGING 1JW.R 
The greatest ot Chaucer's impostors, with the exception of the 
Pardoner, is that arch hypocrite in the Summoner * sTale, the beggiDg Mar, 
whose moti va in deception like that ot the tox ii personal gain. He is despic-
able because he masquerades under the cloak of religion. Moliere in his .. eU 
known comedy, Tarturte, eloquently denounces the religious hypocrite in words 
that are remarkably applicable to Chaucer's impostor and may serTe as a pre-
amble to the stud7 ot the begginG Friar. 
• • • I know nothing more odious than the wi ted sepulchre of 
a pretended zealot, than those downright impostors, those devotees, 
tor pub~ show, whose sacrilegious and deceitful grimaces abuse wi~l 
impunity, and make a jest, according to their fancy, ot what men 
hold most sacred, those men who, from motives ot self-interest, make 
a trade of piety, and would purchase honour and reputation at the 
17 Dempstel' , "Dramatic Irony in Chaucer, It ~uage .!!!2 Li tera1ilure, 
IV, 279. 
18 Robinson, Chaucer, I (A) 4319-4322, 72. 
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cost of a hypocritical turning up of the eyes and pretended raptures; 
those men, I say, whom we see possessed with such an uncommon ardour 
for the next world, in order to make their fortunes in this; who, 
wi th great unction and many prayers, daily recomend and preaoh soli-
tude in the midBt of court; who know how to reooncile their zeal with 
their vices; who are passionate, vindictive, without belief, full of 
artifice, and would in order to destroy a man, insolently cover their 
fierce resentment under the cloak of Heaven's interests. They are 
the most dangerous in their bitter wrath because they use against us 
weapons which men reverence, and bea.use their paSSion, tor which 
they are commended makes them assassinate us with a consecrated 
blade.19 
This Friar supplemented his ohurch supplication for alms by scouring 
the countrySide begging something from each family. 
Wban folk in chirche bad yeve him what bem. leste, 
He went his wey, no lenger woulde he reste. 
With scripps and typped stat, ytuldced h7e, 
In every ho'US be gan to poure and prye, 
And beggeth mele and chese, or elles corn, 
His telaw. hadde a stat tipped with horn, 
A peyre of tables al of yvory. 
And a poyotel polya8hed fetialy, 
And wroot the names alwey, as he stood, 
Of alle folk that yat hym ~ good, 
Ascaunoes that he wolde tor hem pre,., 
I Iif us a bushel wbete, ul t, or reye, 
A Ooddes ke~l, or a trype of chese, 
Or elles what YO'IIlyst, we may nat chese, 
A Goddes haltpeny, or a muse peny, 
Or yit us of youre brawn, it he have en;yJ , 20 
~lothing was too small to find its way into the great sack which his servant 
carried slung oyer his back. If a widow had 'but one blanket, he would beg a 
strip of it. 
19 Moliere (Jean-Baptiste Poquelin) T&l'tutfe or the ~ostor, in 
!z2!! !! ~ Social Come41, ed. Robert !letcalf Smith, lewlork,928, US-119. 
20 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 17)4-17,0, 11). 
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'A dagon of your. blanket, leeve dame, 
Oure suster deere,-lot heere I write youre n&me,-
Baoon or beef, or snoh thyng a8 ye lynde. ,21 
The Friar resembled one of those lar..:;e blaok ants that run into a hous(~ and 
pry into every crevice and corner seeking sm~thing to devour, only to hurr,y 
on to other hunting irounds. The promises of praJers for these poor people 
were as quickly forgotten as the names that were scraped from the tablets. 
And wban that he was out at dore, anon 
He planed awey the names everiohon 
That he biforn hadwri ten in his tables; 22 
He served hem with nynes and with fables. 
He came at last to a house where he had been more frequently and 
lavishly entertained than in a hundred others. Wi th acoustomed assurance and 
glib greeting, he addressed Thomas, the ~ood man ot the house, who laT sick. 
'Deus hict quod he, 0 Thomas, t.reend, good day1' 
Sey'de this frere, curteialT and 8ofte. 
'Thomas, quod he, 'God yelde yowl tul ofte 
Have I upon this bench faren lul weel. 
Here have I eten JI&Il7 a murie meel. t 
And fro the bench he droof awey the cat, 
And leyde adoun his potente and his hat 
And eek his sorippe, and sette bym eotte adoun. 23 
One can see here that the Friar 1f&S preoccupied wi til his own ease. 
Shelly, referring to this driving away of the cat, says: If ••• here is one 
of the homeliest a.nd. most effective bits of realism in all Chaucer. As Lowen 
said of it, 'VIe know without need of more words that he has ohosen the snug-
gest corner •• ,,24 
21 ~., 
22 Ibid., 
-
III (D) 1751-17$4, 113. 
III (D) l7S7-l761, 113. 
~'N\S TOWk-~ 
V LOYOLA ~ 
UNIVERSITY 
23 ~., III (D) 1769-1778, 113. " L.iBRAR'< 
24 ParOl" Van D1ke Shelly, !h! L1rtns Chaucer, Philadelphia, 1940,254. 
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Thomas greeted him nth disguised respect but added with a slight 
tinge of sarcasm: 
'How han ya tare s1 th that March bigan? 
I saugh yow noght this fourtenyght or moore. t25 
It seems that only when the Friar's rations were running low, he thought ot 
visiting the sick. 
t God woot, quod he, 'laboured have I ful 800re, 
And specially, for thy savaoion 
Have I seyd many a precious orison, 
And tor aure othere treendes, God hem blesse126 
On the entrance ot the 600d wife, he rose, greeted her courteously' 
and affeotionately, and then asked to be left alone with Thomas that he mignt 
treat of the affairs of his soul. 
t I walke, and fisshe Cristen mennes soules, 
To yelden Jhesu Crist his propre rente, 
To sprede his word 1s set al myn entente.,27 
As the wife turned to leave, as if by habit, she asked what should 
she prepare for his dinner. Insta~tly he answered: 
tgave I nat at a capon but the lyvere, 
And of youre sotte breed nat but a sh7Vere, 
And atter that a rosted pigGee heed-- a 
But that I nolde no beest for me were d.eed_2 
These tew items made up his modest bill of tare. It it were too troublesome 
to kill the auillals, let her serve what she had. He knew .from experience that 
2, Robinaon, Chaucer, III (D) 1782-1784, 113. 
26 Ibid., III (D) 1784-1788, 114. 
-
27 ~., III ())) 1820-182), 114. 
28 Ibid., III (D) 1839-1843, 114. 
-
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all would be provided as he wished. The ttshyvere It of bread and the "capon' IS 
lyvere ~r would, he knew, be surrounded by an abundance of delicacies. How this 
greed for food must have betrayed itself in his face. Though Chaucer does no~ 
describe his features, one m&1" believe that in build he resembled the well-fed 
.Monk of the Prologue. Once his order was given, the gormand in him slyly 
winked and bowed to the ascetic. Probably with eyes raised to heaven and a 
look of repressed .ui·ferir~ on his face, he made the next comment. 
t I am a man of li tel suatenaunee J 
M7 spirit hath his fostr,yng in the Bible. 
M,y body is 81' so redy and penyble 
To wake, that m.y stomak is destroyed 
I prey yow, dame, ;re be nat anoyed, 
Though I so freendly yaw my conseil shewe. t 29 
Thomas kept his thoughts to himself thougb possibly he questioned 
the choice of the Friar's menu for one whose stomaoh had been ruined by fast-
ing. He probably was amazed at the smugness of one who earlier nad oonfessed: 
''RItere have I eten many a m;yrie meel. 1f One marvels a~ the credulity of the 
wife. The Friar's revelation of his inf'irmity-a confidence that he would 
share only with dear friends--showed with what finesse this hypocrite plied 
his trade. 
As she turned to go, the wife asked him to pray for their child who 
had died two weeks before. Here again one notes his shamet'ul neglect ot' these 
benefactors in their bereavement and Thomas' illness. He was at no loss for 
an answer. 
29 ~., III (D) 1844-1849, 114. 
'His deeth I saugh by revelacioun t 
Saide this frere, tat hoom in oure dortour, 
I dar wel seyn that, er that halt an hour 
In myn avis ion, so God me wissel)O 
Nothing daunted he spun one fabrication after another. 
'And up I roos, and al oure oovent eke, 
With many a teere triklYD6 on Ilf3' cheke, 
Te Deum was oure song, and nothing ellos, 
Sive-that to Crist I seyda an orison, 
Thankynge h1m of his revelacion.)l 
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Moliere, it will be rememb~red, denounced those impostors who "trom 
motives of self-interest made a trade of piety, a.nd would purchase honour and 
reputation at the cost of a hypocritical turning up of the eyes and pretended 
raptures. ,,32 
And moore we seen of Cristae secree t~ngeG, 
Than burel folk, although they weren kynges. 
~Ve lyva in poverte and in a.bstinence, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Oure Lord Jhesu, as hooly writ devyseth, 
Yaf us ensample of fastynge and preyere •• 
Therfore we mendynantz, we se1y freres, 
Been wedded to poverte and continence, 
To c(~rite, humblesse and abstinence, 
To persecucion for ri~htwisnesse, 
To wepynge, misericorde, and clennesse. 
And therfore may ye se that oure preyeres-
I speke of us, we mendynantz, we treres--
Beau to the hye God moore acceptable 
Than youres, with youra feestes at the table. 
For Paradye first, if I sha! nat lye, 
Was man out chaced for his glotouye.,33 
)0 Ibid., III (D) 1854-18,9, 114-115. 
-
31 ~., III (D) 1863-1869, 11,. 
)2 Cf. p. 33 of this thesis. 
3) Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 1871-1917, llS. 
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"Because they use against us weapons that men reverence and because 
their passion, tor which they are commended makes them assassinate us with a 
consecrated blade,,34 no detense against their machinations is possible. 'rhe 
'consecrated bla.de" had been pricking sharply and must have cut deeply into 
Thomas when during this harangue he recalled all of the goods that he had 
given to ungrateful, begging friars. Especially irritating must have been the 
fellow's complacent smugness. "life friars are more acceptable to the high God. 
than you with your feasting at table." For long past had Thomas sat at his 
Well-filled table and wat.ched the fruits of his labor adding to the double 
chin of this abstemious friar. Disparagingly had the Friar spoken of others, 
possibly eccleSiastics, as "fat as a whale, and walkynge as a swan. n3> Well 
might this metaphor have been applied to him as he rose, filled and satiSfied, 
from a great dinner. Returning to the subject of prayer, the Friar tried to 
convince Thomas that for his health and welfare the "prayeres of charitable 
and bisy chaste freres waken hir sours to Goddes eres two. u36 Lowes, comment-
ing on Chaucer f s vivid anthropomorphising of God .ays. "The ear of God 1s 
little more than an abstraction •••• 'OOd'. two ears' startling11 visualizes, 
--
humanizes God. And the daring familiari t1 which tOe Friar allows himself i8 
not only an apt touch in a masterpiece of eatirical portraiture but also, once 
more, an instance of Chaucer's imaginative coalescence with his Subject.,,3" 
34 Cf. Moliere p. 33 of this thesis. 
35 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 19.30, 115. 
36 ~., III (D) 1939-1942, 116. 
31 Lowes, Geof:rrel Chaucer: !!! Genius, 239. 
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'l'homas complained b1 tterly that be had not been benetited b7 these 
so-called bo1y prayers. 
t God woot,' quod he, t no thTD& therot teele I' 
As help me Crist, as in a fewe yeres, 
I have spent upon diverse manere freres 
Ful JIUlIl7 a poundJ yet tare I never the bet. 
Certe1U, my good have I almoost biset. 
Fal"We1, my gold, tor it is a1 agol f 
The trere 8D8ftrde, to Thomas dostOlf so., 
\'IIhat nedeth 'Tow diverse frere. secbe? 
What nedeth bym that hath a parti t leahe 
To seoben otbere lecbes in the toun? 
Youre inoonstance is youre contusion. 
Holde .,.. thanne me, or elles oure covent, 
To praye tor yow been insufticient?·)8 
Tbe Friar "flU jealously trying to ward otf arq division of alms 88long the 
clergy oJ: the neighborhood. Thomas _at understand that man;y making supplioa-
tion weaken the impetrative power of prayer. 
'What is a ferthyng worth parted in twelve? 
to, ech thyng that is oned in hiue1 ve 
Is moore strong than .nan it i8 toscatered. 
'!'homas, of me thou shalt nat been ynatered) 
Thou wo1dest han our. labour al tor nogbt. 
The hye God, that a1 this world hath weght, 
Sei tb that the werkman worthT is hil hyre. 
Thomas, noght of youre tresor I desire 
As tor myself, but that al oure oovent 
To pre,ye tor yow is a7 so diligent, 
And for to buylden Cristes owene chirche. t )9 
The Friar could probably Bee that ThomaB was still skeptioal a8 to 
the medicinal value of the friars' prayers so he began to lay stress on the 
poverty of their oonvent and the need for alms it they were to build their 
38 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 1948-1961, 116. 
19 Ibid., III (D) 1961-1978, 116. 
-
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cloister. Here in a final burst of eloquence, he knelt down on one knee and 
begged for gold. lIWi thout aid, n he cried, "the friars must sell their very 
bOoks. And it the holy intercession of the mendicants be lacking, then all 
rill go to destruction-for it the triars be driven out--the sun will be taken 
trom the 1tOrldl" 
t lit me thanne ot thy' gold, to sake oure cloystre,' 
Quod he, 'For many a muscle and many an oyetre, 
Vfhan othere men han ben luI .... 1 at eyse, 
Hath been oure toode, our cloystre for to reyse. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
'Now help, Thomas, for hym that hanmd helle! 
For elles moste we oure bokkes selle. 
And if yow lakke oure predicacioun, 
Thune goth the world al to destruccioun. 
For whoso wolde us fro this world bireve, 
So God me save, Thomas by youre leve, 
He wolde bireve out of this world the sonne.40 
Does this portrait of the Friar meet the Aristotelian requirements 
for comic delineation? Chaucer has made this character ludicrous by debasing 
him to the status of pious hypocrite and yet has not distorted him to such a 
degree as to make a painful impression on the reader. The Friar is amUSing 
without being revolting. One delights in watching this impostor at work. His 
talent for equivocation does not lie useless as does his brev1a17 in an untre-
quented cell. That reaq tongue has won many a fatted goose, and roasted pig, 
and glittering gold piece. 
noes every utterance and action of the Friar show consistency of' 
character? From the moment when he "sette hym lotte adoun" in the house ot 
Thomas untU "forth he gooth, with a ful angry cheere," he evinced the self'-
40 Ibid., III (D) 2099-2114, 117-118. 
-
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indulgent impostor. A 10Y8 ot ease and good food revealed i taelt from the 
first, only a little later to be gilded by' the pretence of piety. The veneer 
"which made a trade of piety,,4l appears more odious than the sensuality which 
this cheap paint so poorly covered. Aristotle says that impostors Itpretend to 
such qualities a9 may be beneficial to their neighbors, and can not be proved 
not to exist-for example, to skill in prophesying or medioine. • • • "42 It 
will be remembered that when the Friar was asked to pray for the deoeased 
child, immediatelY' he replied that he had 8een the ohild oarried to bliss in 
heaven. Aristotle-J-s words "can not be proved" are pertinent for 8urely the 
laymen who were being duped had no way of proving the fraudulenoe of the 
alleged viSion of the Friar. 
Was the begging Friar typioal of the friars of his daY'? He was, 
unfortunately, typioal of a certain kind of friar. Chaucer probablY' took the 
traits of various individuals and by debasing the oharacter somewhat produced 
this wheedling impostor. There is evidenoe from ohurch history that retorma-
tion among the clergy, both seoular and religiOUS, was badlY' needed. Chaucer 
used a friar of this type because of the humorous possibilities such a ohar-
acter presented. He did much the same with the .Friar of the Prologue, the 
Pardoner, the Summoner, and others, particularly the Monk. By slightly dis-
torting the characters he made them comic. 
41 ct. Boliere, p. 13 of this thesis. 
127-129. 
42 Aristotle, Nioomachean Ethics, 4. 13-14, trans. by Welldon, 
42 
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Is it correct then to accuse Chaucer of a s~y attack against the 
Church in the presentation of these caricatures of churchmen? Chesterton has 
defended the poet by declaring that Chaucer ridiculed these clerics because 
they were not conforming themselves to the requirements of their religious 
state. Possibly Chaucer was championing the Church more by using the weapon 
of kindly wit and satire than Langland in his fiery denunciations. Bergson 
believes that correction is the essential function of comedy and Meredith 
agrees. 43 Max Eastman, too, praises the benefits of the humorous. "Perhaps 
no foree is more powerful {J.han laughtey in revealing false values and pre-
serving that which the years have fOlmd valuable. ,,44 Chesterton in defending 
Chaucer in this matter sayst 
And the Simple truth is that Chaucer satirizes the Monk for not 
being suff'1ciently Monastic •••• ,The point is rather practical; 
because nearly all studies of this period are full of the suggestion 
that Chaucer, like his contemporary 'Nycliff, was a sort of morning 
star of the Reformation. • • • In the whole satirical sketch ot the 
Monk, the point is, not that the Monk is sunk in monkish supersti-
tions, but simply that the Monk is not monkish enough. • • • all 
Chaucerls denunciation is directed, not so much at a monk as at a 
run41fa7 monk J and that not because he is a monk but because he is a 
runaway. ne jeers at him for coming out of the clo1ster and partak-
ing of the pleasures of the world. He jeers at him indeed in his 
own jovial fa8h1on; making up an imaginary defence ot the monk, 
which is full of a hearty hatred of work and. the bother of reading 
books. 'M1.y i he asks, should the jolly fellow do any work at all? 
• • • To those troubled in spirit by the d1 vine disturbance of 
humour, 1 t will be obvious that Chaucer lf158impl,. chafting a monk 
for his cheek in not being a monk at all.4 
43 Henri Louis Bergson, LaUthter: An fisal on the Mean1n8 of the 
COmic, Trans. Cloudesley Brereton and red RotJiie , ondoii;"1.911, 2 • - -
44 Max Eastman, !!!! Sense ~ Humor, New York, 1921, 138. 
45 Chesterton, Chaucer, 239-240. 
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Who knows but some monkish hunter or some convivial friar of Chauc::eM:; 
day may have recognized h1mself in one of these portraits, and laughing athUn-
self with Chaucer have turned to a holy lite? Much that Chesterton said of 
the Monk can be applied to the Friar. mlaueer 1s simply having a little fun 
chafting this impostor Friar, and probably no one would have laughed more 
wholeheartedly with the genial Chaucer than the tun-loving, charming "tather 
of friars," St. Francis himself. 
D. THE PARDONER 
Naturally it would be supposed that in a study of Chaucer's impos-
tors the Pardoner, probably his greatest hypocrite, would appear. Because the 
element of the "painful ft enters into the oharacter of the Pardoner, he would 
not coincide with Aristotle's oonception of the comio. Aristotle defines 
oomedy as !tan imitation of characters of a lower ty-pe,--not, however, in the 
full sense of the word bad, the Ludicrous being merely a subdivision of the 
ugly. It consists of some defect or Ugliness, whioh is not painful or destruo-
tive! ,,46 There are some comic angles to the Pardoner's character, but for the 
most it is a tragic personality almost fascinating in its repulsiveness. It 
was remarked before that Kittredge considers him "the one lost soul amng the 
pilgrims. ,,47 
46 Aristotle, Poetics, V, 1-2, trans. Butcher, Aristotle's Theoll' 
2! Poet!'Z, 21. 
47 Kittredge, Chaucer ~ !!!! Poetry, 160. 
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CHAP'l'ER IV 
THE BUFFOON 
Aristotle states in his Nicomachean Ethics: 
Now they who exceed the proper limit in ridicule seem to be 
buffoons and vulgar people, as their heart is set upon exciting 
ridicule at any cost, and they aim rather at raising & laugh than 
at using decorous language and not giving pain to their butt •••• 
The buffoon is the slaw of his own sense of humour, he will spare 
neither hi1lself nor aDTbody' else, if he can raise a laugh, and he 
will use such language as no person of refinement would use or 
sometimes eWD listen to.l 
Aristotle remarks further that he who observes the Han in amusement 
is wi tty, but that he who goes to excesa in pleuantnesa is a buffoon. Some 
qualify butfoons as witty, but Aristotle does not accept this jude, ... ntl 
People whose tun is in good taste are called wi tty, a name 
which implies the happy turns of their art, • • • as it is never 
necessary to look tar for subjects of ridicule and as excessive 
fondness for fun and mockery is pretty universal, it happens that 
not only true wits but buffoons are described as witty, because 
they are amusing. But it is clear trom what has been said that. 
there i8 a difference and a wide difference between the two. 2 
Having noted Aristotle's exposit.ion of the buffoon, one may further 
clari1'y the term by indicating a few of the common traits of the class. It ia 
well to remember that though all buffoons have a number of these general traits, 
1 Aristotle, Nico_chean Ethics, 4. 1)-14, tr. by Vlelldon, 1)0-1)1. 
2 Ibid., 130-131. 
-
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there are buffoons of several sorts with a variety of qualities which give 
them individuality. A wide range of these characters is found in Shakespeare 
alone; his buffoons, as illustrated by Dogberry, Polonius, Bottom, Falstaff .. 
Juliet's nurse, Sir Toby Belch, Falconbridge, and others, are types within a 
type. 
Garrulity appears to be a quality common to all, and probably 
springs troll a certain pride and vanity evident in most members of the group. 
They crave notice and will obtain it either b.1 an eccentric action, a loud 
voice, or a startling costume. They wish to stand out troll the crowd and aM 
not averse to indulging in ridiculous and undignified actions to gain an end. 
They are frequently actors of merit, and are willing to take a goodly amount 
ot punishment to raise a laugh. Since they lack finesse, they use vulgar and 
oftensi ve language. Though generally good natured, they are often hot tempered, 
and when offended break into wrathful demonstrations followed b.1 a sudden 
return to their natural. affability. Lacking in tact, they push in where others 
heSitate, as is illustrated b.Y the Theophrastan buffoon, who acoosting a man 
who had lost a great lawsuit, congratulated him. Officiousness is a oOJlllllOn 
quality which shows itself in long discourses, offering advice gratis, and 
meddling to the extent of' meeting the fate of Polomus. Though Aristotle 
denies them the qualitY' of wittiness, Shakespeare, M.oli~re, and. others have 
conceived them ditferently and have created buffoons whose greatness lies in 
the cleverness of their wit. No general physical description of them can be 
given; for, like the Pied Piperts rats, they are ot all colors, sizes, weiJ;hts, 
and measurements, but always there :is present some defect, or defOrmity, or 
mannerism, or idio 
46 
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Chaucer used the buffoon in creating a number of the great comic 
characters of all literature. A few of these will be studied in the liJ1t of 
Aristotle's theories. 
A.. THE KILLER 
If one were to view a procession of medieval Ent;;lish guildsmen as 
it passed slowly and with dignity across the village green, he would see amODi 
the colorful group no more proud nor 1mposiIlE; figure than that ot the miller 
who was the most import-ant lay tenant of at medieval manor. Prondnent in stor;y 
and ballad, he has been pictured as a thrifty villager keen after his ~ains 
and not too honest in the oolleotion of them. Muriel Bowden quotes Langland 
as referring to millers as thieves and ignorant rascals.) Realizing the Vil-
lage' s need of his service, the miller could exeroise a shrewd independence, 
and either by craftiness or by browbeating, ''wel koude he stelen corn and 
tollen thries;1t4 
Chaucer's Uiller, Robin, olothed in a white coat and blue hood, ~ 
a sword and buokler at his side, is introduoed piping the Canterbury pllgriJu 
out of town. Bowden says of his musical talent: 
It is fitting that he plays the bagpipe as powerful lungs are 
needed for that instrument, 'che sounds Robin extracts from his bag-
pipe must be a perfeot match for his coarse manners and loud speech. 
• • • No wonder the "piping" or stentorian trumpeting of such at 
.3 Muriel Bowden, A Commenta!"l on the Jeneral ProloiU8 !! .l:!l! 
CanterbU!7 Tales, New York, f948, 246. - -
4 Rob1neon, Chaucer, I (A) ,62, 2,. 
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self-important fellOW' is employed to lead the cavalcade ou.t of South-
warkl We are reminded of lIuter William Thorpe'e complaint that pU-
grim. were over noia;y with their bagpipes. 5 
Chaucer, 111 his terse, conoi8e style, dra .. the portrait ot th1a 
noble. guildaaan. 
Ful bTl he w.. of brawn, and eek of bones. 
That proved wel, for ever al ther he CUl, 
At wrutlTD&e he wolde have uny the r8JI. 
He was short-sholdred, brood, a thUcke Knarre. 
Ther waa no dore that he nolde heve of harre, 
Or brake it at a rennyng with his heed. 
Hi. herd as any 80W or tox was reed, 
And thereto brood, as though it 'were a spade. 
Upon the cop right of his nose he hade 
A .... rle, and theron stood a toft of herys, 
Reed as the bruatlee of a eowee _rye. 
His noeth!rle. blak_ .... re and w;yde, 
A nerd and bakeler bar he by his syd.. 6 
His mouth u greet ..... as a greet torneys. 
Regarding the.e phySical charaotertetics, Prote •• or Curry draws in-
teresting conclusions from t he works of ancient phyiiognom.ists. He obse".s 
that a strong fellOW', big of brawn and bene, with short .forearms and high 
shoulders, broad and thickset as to build, was expected to be shameless and 
loquacioua as wall as bold aiid eaSily anger.d.7 One could readily acoept 
Chaucer's description of the huge frame of the rellow, but would be rather 
skeptical of the door-breaking accompli8hmenta of the t carll and would accuse 
Chaucer of exaaeration if instances of such brute etrength had not been 
$ Bowden,! Coaaentarz !!! !!!! General Prologue, 249. 
6 Icbinaon, Chaucer, I $46-560, 25. 
7 walter c. Curry, "The Itea .... and the Miller, fI PublicatioDB of the 
llodern L!J!&U!Ie As.oeiation !! America, XXIV, 1920, 193. ----------- - -
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recorded in modern times. B. J. Whiting tells of a certain Riley, King of the 
HOodlums, who commercialized his gift by splintering doors with his head for 
fifty cents or a dollar, depending upon the thickness of the planks. He ci tea 
also Breez7 Thous, a boy from the Congo, who could break doors and crack: 
walls with his head, and also Will Carroll, who outbutted everything in the 
circus except the elepbant.8 Every age must have its ivory-headed prodigies 
for Autrey 11i1e7 remarks: "Butting heads aroused interest a thousand }1'9ars 
betore Chaucer's Miller showed his strengih. The bishop of pto1emus in the 
fourth century recounts how • This man with his bare head would butt a rarn. were 
he never so stout and put him to the VIOl'st.,"9 
Chaucer's account of the prowess of his Miller is impressive, but 
his further embellishment of the portrait in which he presents the details 01 
a detail is intriguing. trot on17 did the Miller have a wart on the top of his 
nose, but on this wart stood a tuft of hairs as red as the bristles of a sow's 
ears. P. V. Shelly says: "Was there ever a writer with such an eyfl fordat.ail 
or with such an understanding of the force of the particular? Vlb7 the sow's 
ears? Are the bristles there redder than other bristles? I do not know, but 
I do know that the simile is incomparably forceful. ,,10 liThe miller is s1mpl~" 
8 B. J. "{ffh1ting, "The ?I!ller's Head, If Modern LaI!8ua~e Notes, XLII, 
June, 1937 J 1418. 
9 Autrey N. Wiley, "The Miller's Head Again," Modern Language Notes, 
XLV, November, 19.38 J 506. 
10 ShellY,!h! LiVil'!i Chaucer, 197. 
-as Legoui8 has aptlY' summed him up, "one of the most vigorous sketches of an 
urmd tigated brute ever drawn by poet or painter. ,,11 
It would not be diflicu! t to predict the conduot of such a charac-
ter. The lfiller asserted himself early in the Canterbury pU&rimai;e. When 
the Knight had completed his dignified story of tile fresh youthful love of 
Palamon and Arcite for Emilie, pleasing all of his listeners with his tale of 
chivalrous adventure, the Host remarked that the game was well begun and to 
continue the good sport he would ask the Monk to contribute some lively piece. 
Interrupting the Host, the Miller, who had drunk: hieelf pale and could 
scarcely sit on his horse, 'bellowed in his loud "Pilate's voice" that he walld 
tell a tale to cap the Knight's story. The Host, noting his cOlldition, tried 
to pacify him and divert him from his proposed contribution, but the fellow 
began to near shamefully and threatened to leave the party. The Host, to 
keep the peace, acquiesced am truculently oriedl tI'Tell on, a devel wayl 
Thou art a fool, thy wit is overcome.' 'Now hearkneth,' quod the tillere, 
'alle and 80Blet n12 Having broken down the Host'. opposition, the drunken 
fellow warned them. that if his story was ribald, they were not to chide him, 
for he knew by voice that he was drunk) let them blame the ale of Southwark. 
Then followed one of those churlish tales, racy, realistic, and comic which 
has in turn delighted and disgusted many men from. Chaucer's age to this. Of 
10 Shelly..!!:! 11 vin" Chaucer, 197. 
11 Emile !.Iagouis, Geofrrey Chaucer, !~ew York, 19.34, 170. 
12 Robinson, Ohaucer, r (A) )134-3136, 56. 
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Chaucer's pilgrims it was said that different folk received the tale in dif-
ferent ways, but tor the most part they laughed and no man took it ill but the 
carpenter. Chesterton succinctly commenting on the situation says. "When the 
Monk is just about to begin his dignified recl tal of the deaths of the kings 
••• the drunken Miller roars him down with his cataract of coarse, not to 
say foul narrative (an admirably managed collision of comedy) as if the ruf-
fian had thrown a pail of slops over the statelier story-teller.~l) 
How does this crude fellow, swaying precariously on his jogging 
mount, and telling his cburl t s tale in his own fashion, coincide with 
Aristotle t 8 conception of the ludicrous in 6eneral and of the buffoon in par-
ticular? 
Chaucer in choosing the Miller, is using a type representative of 
his own day as well &8 a comic type that answers Aristotle's requirement of 
men below average as subjects of comedy. The philosopher preferred general-
ized types. ThoUbh Chaucer hei~htens the comic effect by particularizing the 
Miller, he retains the general qual 1 ties which make the tj''}>e familia.r. The 
heavy work of lifting sacks of flour would require great strength; this 
strength flowed from the Miller t s powerful frame: "ful bYb he was of brawn, 
and eet ot bones. ttlb The white coat would be associated with one workil'J.g in 
flour, much as the white apron and cap are associated with cooks and bakers 
today. Reference to his stealing and his thumb of gold points to a joke 
13 Chesterton, Chaucer, 159. 
14 Robinson, Chauoer, 25. 
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current in the fiddle Age. about the hODesty at millers. Though the MUleI' 
remains typioal at hi. cla •• , such graphic details as the broad red beard, 
the wide black no8trUs, and the great .furnace lIlOuth gi'Ve him the reali t1 of 
a ne8D and blood incl1v1dual. (The question of whether Chaucer's character. 
represented real per80ns or were only type. can never be satisfactorily 
answered. It haa been .aid that posslbly the pl1griu were nearer type char-
acters in the Prologue and became 1001 Viduals as they told thelr storie. and 
abo'fe all ill the re'feal1ng circumstances ot the 11nks between the stories.) 
Chaucer tallows Aristotle's rule by sketohing on the powerful fea-
tures ot the Miller a blellish which, slnce it is not palntul or repellent, has 
been a source of au_nt to all who delight in the inCOl'lll"UOus. Upon the 
tim, .trong toundation of the M1l1er's brawn and bODeS, he set the broad, 
short shoulder8 I topped by a head 80 hard that he "could crack a door wi tb his 
head at a running." }"rom this head projected a large nose with a wart perched 
on lts tip and on thi8 wart there stood a "toft ot herys, Reed as the brustles 
of a 80weS e1781 n15 As one contemplated this eminence with 1 t8 bristles 
pointing skyward, he would be reminded of' some tall bat.tlement jutting out on 
a rocky promontory, lt8 tower manned by senti~ls whose "bristling" lances 
catch t.he la.t. rays ot the setting sun. (Fanciful thoughts such as these tor-
mented No)"es' drunken sulors as they ga.ed on the isle of Mogadore. 
Were they pines among the boulders 
Or the hair upon his ["Cyclopy shoulders 
We were only siJllple seamen, so of course .. didn't know. )16 
15 Ibid., I (A) 555-SS6, 2S. 
-16 Alfred No,..., It Forty Singing Seamen," Colleoted POhl8, I, 
New York, 1913, In. 
These reflections might momentarily occupy one intrigued with the Miller's 
visabe, but would be carefully concealed from the object of scrutlll7, for one 
.ould not ll~htly call down upon himself the torrent of abuse resulting from 
the wounded vanity of the Miller who, though he acted like a buffoon, spoke 
like one, and looked like one, would be the last person in Chaucer's England 
to recognize himselt in the portrait jut completed. 
Not only would a harmlese ph)"8ical detect or deformity be a fit sub-
ject for humor accordiDG to Aristot.le, but a nakness or infIrm1ty of human 
nature would likewise be included. S .. H. Butcher aayea 
Certain imperfections, h01J8ver, will probably always be loolol:d 
on &8 permanent features of our cODllOn hUJl8.nIt;y. With these de-
fecta oOll8<iT _1I.8es i teelf, di8cowrins the incoaaistencies which 
underlie life and character, and .xhibiting evil not as it is in 
it. essential nat.u:re, but as a thing to be laughed at rather than 
hated.11 
DId the Miller have such a defect? There i8 .very rea80ll to believe that he 
did. His diffioul ty in lceeping his balance as he rode, the urmdstakable indi-
cations in his voice, and other physioal peculiarities point to intemperanoe 
and other taul t8 that aocompany it. Though abl e to meet the ordinary require-
ments of life, he ... probably •• ldoa entirely sober. Moreover, thie condi-
tion would aggravate hi. natural boldness, insolence, and loquaciousness. 
Here we have an exa.le or the evil of intemperance exhibited not in its 
essential nature but ae a weakne •• to be laughed at. It is not ent.ertain1l1b 
or f\mn7 to eee a drunken huabaDd beat hie wife and children, here intemper-
ance in all its ugly gui.e shows itselr as truly evil. But to see an 
17 Butcher, Aristotle's Theorz S!!. Poetrz ~ .:h.! !!!!!.!!:!!' 372. 
\ 
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intoxicated ruffian makiDg biaself foolish -1' give rise to laughter. The 
question naturally present. itself. Are drunken men really aaus1D&'1 The 
general publio has found them .o,and authors both ancient and modern have used 
them .. subjects of cOlHdT. Shakespeare h1uelf frequently introduoed t.hea 
1nto his plaT8 J the cla.sic Porter Scene in Jlacbeth16 with 1 ts uacieniable 
comic relief is an illustration. It one remembers that UDder oena1n oircum-
,unoes enl is to be laughed at soather thaD hated, the tiller's drunkenness 
,,111 be accepted as a w_nes. provocati 'f'e ot Ilirth. 
How did the MUler measure up to Aristotle t s requirements of truth 
to type and consistency' To at.tain this truth to type e'f'er.Y utterance of a 
character in a oome<ly should show his moral bent and the world.ags ot his 1l1nd.. 
The tillere, that. tor drolice. waa at pale, 
So that unnetbe upon his hors he sat, 
ae DOl. aruen neither hood ne bat, 
He abJde no un tor his oUl'teisie, 
But in Pilate. YflTshe gan to erie, 
And swoor, 'Iy anaes, and by blood and bones, 
I kan a noble tale for the nones, 
With which I wUl DOW quite the Inyghtes tale.19 
The tiller had shown hi.elf a churl in every action and iD nearl;y 
every word that he uttered. ae would neither dotf his hood nor nat tor UT 
man, nor wait for 8JJ.1' man, but would cry out in his raucous voice until he 
gained hi. point. So_ crude, ill-born characters will at least restrain 
themsel..... in the presence of wo_n, and particularly if these happen to be 
nUD8. EYen intosioated .. n have stN1cbtened their shoulders and. adjuated 
16 Aristotle would not bave approved of the lIingling of comedT 
wi tb tragedy. 
19 Robinson, Chaucer, I (A) 3120-)128, $6. 
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their ties and tried to ahow a deference and courtesy when approachi~ reli-
gioUS women. The complete absence of any senaibili ty of this kind in the 
20 Woller points to thee "unmitigated brute It mentioned by Legouis. The rude 
interruption and the ribald 8tory are perfectly consi8tent with the type. In 
fact J Chaucer excuseS hiuel! for rehearsine the tiller's tale by making the 
observation that he !lU.8t tell all of the tal.s t ~ood and bad, a8 the pllgrilU 
would tell them or el.e falsit.Y his material. 
And therefore ever" gentll wignt I pre,., 
For Goddes love, de_th not that I .eye 
O! yvel entente, but for I .oot reheree 
Sir tale. alle, be they battre or Hrae, 
Or elles fal.en SOlI of .. mateere. 
The Miller was not only consistent in his boorish manner and in his 
speech, but in this speeoh he exhibited one of the chief qualities of the but-
foon by aiming "at exciting laughter more than at deoorous language." He 
bUgely enjoyed hi.elf in the telling of the story and probably glanced now 
and then at his companions to se. how they were receiVing it. The loud guflhws 
ot the Cook and tbe Shipman, and the ringiDg laughter of the Wife of Bath must 
have encouraged him. ~'hatever the refined people thought ot the rec! tal was 
kept to themselves. No one tl"ied to stell the tide of this volcanic eruption. 
Aristotle says. "The buffoon will spare neither himself nor any-body .188, if 
he can raise a laugh, and he will us. such language as no person of refinement 
20 LegouB, Geoffrey Chaucer, 170. 
2l Robinson, Chaucer, I (A) 3ln-)l7S, 57. 
-" 
1fOuld use, or sometimes nen listen to. ,,22 Thi8 forced attention must have 
been unpleasant for some of them, for Cbaucer records that it was received "b,y 
diverse folk diversely_" OUtwardly, at least, they hid their feelings for 
again Chaucer remarksl 
Ne at this· tale I saugh no man h1m grne, 
But it were only Osewald the Reve. 2J 
Osewald the Ree .. ftS angry not beGau.e of the indecorous laaguage, but because 
the lfUler in his story had made tun ot a carpenter. The JI1l1er cared not a 
whit that he had given pain to the Reeve, who was by profession a carpenter. 
'1'hetiller ended his tale with a prayer that God would bless allot 
the compall1'. "This tal. is doon, and God save al the rowte 1,,24 Does not this 
ending produce a jarring note? Is there not a !Il&l"ked inconsistency in placina 
a pra)'er in the mouth of the rude and shameles8 Miller? Has not Chaucer dis-
regarded the Aristotelian dictwa of truth to type '1 Answering paradoxically, 
arter the manner of 1Ir. Chesterton, one may .ay that Chaucer here is llO.t oon-
siltent when he is inconaistent. Prayer in the DIOuth of the Miller appears 
untrue to t1P8 unless one understands that the .&ne Ages were the At;.t8s 01 
Faith, and that every baptiHd. Christiaa, be he ..... 1" so bUkrupt IIOrally, 
retained 801Il8 g11laer ot beliel in the eternal venties. Even the Pardoner, 
considered by some.. . the one lost soul among the pUgrt_ apoke in deepest 
22 Al1.stot1e, lic_chean Ethics, 4, 14, tr. by WeUden, lll. 
23 Robinaon, Chaucer, I (A) )8S9-3869, 66. 
24 Ibid., I (A) )8S4, 6S. 
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earnestness when he invoked upon the pilgriJu the true pardon of Christ. 25 
Not onlr is Chaucer's picture of the Miller. true picture of a miller, but it 
1s tl true picture of a Medieval miller. It was a8 natural for a mUler then 
to go on a pilgriJll8ge as it is for. miller today to see a prise fi,ht. It 
, ' 
was as natural for the .dieval man to add prayer to his merry-maldng •• it is 
for the modern man to exolude God entirell from his amusements. Chaucer is 
not 0&1 couistent in the Miller'. speech, but his use of contrast, in the 
final line, between the pl"arer for the pilgrims and the ribald We that pre-
cedes it is a master stroke of characterisation. 
The words, actions, and inoongruities of the Miller, both physical 
and moral, reveal • character typical of his day, and equally t)'pical of the 
vulgar buffoon such as Aristotle has conoei ved and defined him. 
B. TO HOST 
A type more uni versallr reoognized than that of the miller, is the 
host or innkeeper wbo trom Chaucer' 8 day to this bas stood, SlIdliD& and genial 
as he welcomes guests to the "waTside inns" of all the world. Driven in this 
streamlined age from his babitation in the City, he may yet be found here and 
there in the outer distriCts, possibly in some pretty valley town or seques-
tered little mountain village tar from the rushiDg, teeming cities of men. 
(Today even the term "host" with its connotation of friendliness and hospital-
ity has been supplanted by that of 1tbotel manager, It a term sug"esting effi-
2, n ttredge, Chaucer ~ !!!! Poetr,y, 180. 
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ciency and more sui table to this day of big business.) It is with regret that 
one notes the passing of the.. figure., typical of that hapPY' time before in-
vention with ita 8S8 production had robbed man of much of the personal. If 
one would meet again these picturesqt18 types of a vanishirJi age, he DlWllt turn 
to the ever-living realm ot books. It is here that Chaucer's Host, Hany 
Bailey, stands in the dool"'W'4Y of the 'a bard Inn oJ71ng joyfully. "Now 
lordynges, trewly, ye bee to .. right .. 100M, herte1y.tt26 Chaucer intro-
duces him in the following words. 
A ... 11 maa Oure Roost. was withal1e 
Por to baa bun a _rchal 1. &J1 halle. 
A large man he with eyen stepe-
A fairer burgeys is there noon in Chepe-
Boo1d otbis epeahe, and wya, altd we1 ytaugbt, 
:&ale thereto be waa right a m;rri. 1Wl, • • .27 
'fhe Hoat ia not only the chief charaoter ot the links bet.nen the 
tales, but he is the vi"fityiDa spirit of the whole drama who b7 his veraa-
tility beco._ the apoke81Ull for the collpa.ny. What a 11st of aceoq>lishments 
and occupatiMs are _ntioned 'b1 P. V. Shelly in speaking of the Hoatl Be 
says. 
He 18 Host, pide, _ater of ceremonies and of the revels, 
pat.oher-up of quarrels and keeper of the peaoe, dipl ... ti8t, 
Ii terary en tio, j •• ter-1n-ehief, ocCAsionel philosopher and 
commentator on 11te, henpeoked husband, and muter ot pretardt,.. 
• • • !he Hoat is the eabod1m.ent ot the ho1ida7 spirit of the 
pUgrlu.p •••• Be Itlnts the pi1gr1Iu tepther and make. of 
th.m~ for the tt. being, a fellowship. • • • as he rides in 
their tllddst lJie 1!1 the 1,..1>01 of the .,aned and abounding lite 
26 llobinaon, ah ... r, I (A) 760-761, 27. 
27 Ibid., I (1) 7;1-7"', 27. 
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the,. represent, and ,the symbol too of the poet 110 made them and 
whose love of life was so intense and complete. 
Typical of t.be innkeeper of his day, he was a "right myrie man. It 
It was part of his busine8s to be merry and to content people, to acquaint 
tt'lem with each other, am to prepare some kind of elltertainflent that would 
help them pass the time pleasantl,.. Therefore, the Host bttt§Bn to taMe merry 
IIwhan that we hadde maad our rekenynges. ,,29 Chaucer'. sharp eyes had been 
following the Host amidst all the bustle and the bookkeepin'h and this seem-
lngly innocent little colUll8nt with its slight tinge of iro~ says much about 
the thriftiDess of the Host. 1'1118 there ever an innkeeper who failed to 
"reckon" the spendings of his guests? Indeed doea not the cheering of the 
company with all that goes to JUke a ",a,. recreation pay good di videnda? 
Chaucer appreciated the Host and enjo.yed him, but he was not fooled by his 
convivial spirit. All in all, however, there was no complaint among the pil-
grims, and when the Host had complimented them on their merry com.P8ll7, they 
were well disposed to cooperate with hbt in his suggestions tor diversion. He 
propoaed that stories be told by each ot the pUgrims ,oine and ooaing from 
Canterbury, and that the oDe who told the best tale be gi VEtn a supper OD their 
return to the Tabard at the expense of all. The Rost would himself be their 
guide to Canterbury and the judge of the storie., and alV'One who did not abide 
by the rulee of the g_ would pq the expens •• of the oompal11' along the way. 
Here again the j0117 innkeeper bad nothing to 10841, but, be it said in juetice 
28 Shelly, ~ Livin, Chaucer, 224-228. 
29 Robinson, Chaucer, I (A) 100, 21. 
he was a super-showman ready to put on a first class entertainment for the 
travelers. 
Showing his resourcefulness and foresight, he rose early and, like 
Chanticleer, led forth his nook, careM to see that all was orderl,., and 
that each was well provided with the necessities along the way. Then was re-
vealed his love for talk, which as the party rode on, becarae increa.singly more 
lively. Never given to long monologues as were the Pardoner and the Wife, his 
pith7, racy speech hinted at the buffoon lurking beneath the surface. Far be 
it from him to ride on "dumb as a stone." the ball !lUSt be kept rolling, 
spirits kept high, ruffled tempers quieted, and sleepy riders goaded to parti-
cipation in the sport. The whip of his sharp wit cracked over their beads, 
flicking lightly first one and then another, and even at times lashing out in 
anger, but never cutting too deeply_ These n.shes of temper and this spicy 
repartee mark the development of an individualized character which, while re-
taining the typical, has become a flesh-and-blood person. So real is the Host 
that many crt tic8 believe his portral t was taken from life. _n1y holds this 
view in his ~ !!!! L1gh, t ~ Chaucer_)O Yet this partioularization haa been 
wrought 80 caref'ully that the general features of the type have not lost their 
clearness. 
How closely does the Hoat conform to Aristotle's requirements for 
comed1? As a character, is he a man below average such as the classic law 
)0 Manly has interesting and valuable material in his New Liet. 
He emphasises the individuality of the portraits and suggests historica 
counterparts • 
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demands? At first consideration it appears that the Host is ."erage or e"en 
aOO"e average tor has not Chaucer said ot hila "a fairer burge)"s is there noon 
in Chepe_tf? There is no evidenoe that the •• words Wl'e touched with the 
iroll)" apparent in Chaucer' 8 praise ot the Monk. What Chaucer has done is to 
lower the Host slightly ~ aeana of the buffoonish spsech that he places in 
his mouth. 
Is theN any blemish or defect that lUIlkes the Host ridiculous? 
Unlike the tiller, the Summoner, the Pardoner, the Wite, and others, h. does 
not appear to have a physical detol'lii ty that 1s amusing, but he has detects ot 
character that make good ooaed7. His habt t ot oursing and. awear1D& by the Wle 
of such colorful oaths u "May God gt ve this monk a thousand cartloadll .t bad 
;rears" and ,,~ St. 'aul'. bell· a8 _11 a8 ~ the use of other expre.sions 
somewhat more offelUlli Ye, ft, not in good taste but had no evil intent. P. V. 
Shelly make. this excuse for h1m, ItAs for the Host'. nearing, to which onl7 
the Panon M1ce. objection, it is a harmle.. sort of tb1ng-... a phase real17 of 
hi. heartiness and of his delight in forceful and picturesque speech, and not 
in all)" selUlle a 81gD of viciou8D8 ••• ,.Jl Besides tht. addiction to oursing, the 
Host revealed another defect of character in that otherwise muterM person-
ality. Though tlDdaunted in epirit, bold of speech, and courageous in action, 
this ufair burg ••• , II this "right _rry rellow, tt this "seemly man tit to be a 
marshall in a banquet hall" a. behind the closed doors of his on home --
in abject rear or his wirel The Host, poor, henpeoked Harry Baney, had 
Jl Shelly,!!!!. Li!¥!i Chauoer, 224. 
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married a ahrew, he tells us, who had little patience and sreat pride. When 
it became necessary for the innkeeper to punish any of the boys in his employ, 
she brought forth great "clobbed staves" and criedt 
'Slee the dOIg88 everichoon, 
And brek hem, bothe bak and every boonl,.32 
And if a neighbor failed to show her reverence in church, she rushed home, 
furiously crying to her trembling husband. 
t False coward, wrek thy wyf1 
By corpus bonea, I wol haft thy knyf, 
And thou shalt have tq ~taf and go spynne t ' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
IAllas' she seith, 'that eWlre I was shape 
To adden a milk-sop, or a coward ape, .33 
Then choosing the les8er of two evils, Ktor she is byg in armes," be must dub 
from his door to avenge her, and as at times he was -lik a wilde leon," to01-
hardy, and a dangerous man with a knife, be feared that aome day he would slay 
a neighbor. The Host must have dramatized this account with JI&llT a wry • .ne 
and nourish of his whip_ He had a h.igh sense ot the ridiculous, typical of 
the buffoon, and would not spare himself if he could raise a laugh. His re-
hearsal ot his marital experiences revealing the humiliating detect of 
oowardice in one so bold shon an inconcruity of character whioh Aristotle 
deemed a requisite of comedy_ 
The point has been made that the Host's character was depicted b.1 
Chauoer chiefly through the medium of speech. He was one of Chaucer's great 
32 Robinson, Chauoer, Bf< 3089-3090, 225. 
33 ~., B * 3096-3100, 22.,. 
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talkers, and like others ot his kind, was •• If-revealing in his loquacious-
neSS. It was bis witty, homely, torceful ohatter that made him one of the 
great comio characters. Did the possession ot that dominant quality of the 
bufroon--namely, the faculty to raise a laugh at one's own expense or at that 
ot others-appear in the Host? lea, his dramatization ot biB domestic troUbles 
and his witty taunts at individual members of the group give evidence ot it. 
A tew.X8IIpl •• of hia shrewd CODIIlenta and lively retorts will Ulustrate this 
incOllllPVable talent. 
He called on the Cook tor a story though Itit. were not worth a bot.tle 
of ha,.," and ourtailed the Moat's tale because "it was not worth a but.tern,.." 
II there not a treahness and vilor in this fieurati ve languqe I"eDI1niscent or 
the English count17eid.e? Farther, the Host oOllPla1ned \hat the Monk's tragic 
stories ftre so dull that it it. bad not been "tor the clinking ot the bells 
on the IIOnk t s bridle" the Host wCNld. bave fallen down in sl'Wlber though the 
mud be ever so deep. Then to dispel the gloo11 that lay OD the coapaDJ', he 
called for a tale trom the Run's Priest. 
·Oom Deer, thou preeat, COlI h7der, thou air Johnl 
Tell. us swich tb.7ng .. 'I1IA7 oure benea glade. 
Be blithe, though thou ryde upon a jade. 
~:,bat thOjh tbyn hora be bothe loul and lene? 
If he wel serve thee, rekke nat a bene _I. 
Look that tbyn herte be _urie evermo.')'" 
Each time that a serious tale saddened the travelers, the Host 
called for a oheer.y contribut.ion a. he had just done with the Jun'. Prie.t, or 
he made everyone laugh by his witty cOJIIIIents at the expense of some one of the 
34 Ibid., B .. 4000-4.00$, 231. 
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pi1~ims. When the Priorea. had tinished her pathetic account ot our Lad1"s 
11 ttle ·'clergeon" martyred by the Jews, everyone was "wondrous sober" until 
the Host began to jest. Seeming tor the tirst time to spy Chaucer, he cried. 
'What man are :you? Are Yf)U watching to see an hare? Ever I 
see you 8taring upon the ground. Come near and look up merrily. 
Now make way, sil's,-give this man 1'00111 He is tull shapely in 
the waist like myselt, small and fair ot visage; he were til dolly 
tor &n7 1fOJUn to embrace in her arms! He Beems elf-like by his 
countenance, for he chats with no man. • •• Tell us anon a tale 
of mirth ...... Now me thinks by his taoe we shall hear some rare 
thing.·)5 
The "rare thifli" was delivered in Chaucer's delightfully ironic manner and so 
fatigued the compaIV' that the Host broke out with the cry. "You weary me by 
your silliness that mine ears acbe with )"Our rubbieh-prate, God bless lIlT soull 
To the Devil with such a rhyme, well may men call it do"ereU ,,36 Not only 
did this lively tirade amuse the pilgrims, but in the description of Chaucer 
that preceded it, the Host haa given posterity an immortal portrait of the 
poet. 
\~Ue poor Geoffrey's Sir Thopas was tagged doggerel by the disgusted 
Bost-crltic, the ~lysician's ator" ot the piteous death ot the Roman maiden, 
Virginia, merited for ita author a blessing as apt as it was witty. Mastering 
his emotion aroused by this sad story, the Host cried. 
'I pray God save your e:entle body, and your Hippocrateses and 
your Galeos, and your jugs and vessels and every box toll ot your 
syrops. God bless them and our Lady Saint Maryl • • • 'Sbloodl Un-
les8 I take a physic, or else a draught of musty and malty beer, or 
hear a JIl8:l"l"y tale torthwith, lIlY' heart is done for, in pity tor this 
maid •• )7 
)$ Tatlock and IacKaye, Reader's Chaucer, 106. 
)6 ill,2., 109. 
)7 .!!!2.., 145. 
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The Host, in his tun-making at the expen" ot the Nun's Priest and 
the )lonk showed himselt :moat truly the buffoon, as Aristotle had conceived 
him, by aiming "rather at raising a laugh than using decorous language. ,,38 
Though the jibes that tolln are not more hUll'lOroU8 than Gthers previously men-
tioned, they follow very closely the Aristotelian rule. The Host turned to 
the JIonk as they !'Ode and called out jokinglYI 
I 'Vow to God, thou has a tul tair Ik;ynJ 
It is a gentil pasture ther thaw goosiA 
Thou art nat 17k a penant or a gooat • .))' 
With increasing lack ot propriety, he bantered at the 'Monk, praiaing his great 
physique and swearing that it be ftre pope "every m.rghty JDall, though he were 
shorn fut hy'e upon his pan, .olde ha'Ve a .,.t • .hO He didntt blame the wo_n 
for preferring religious folk to "poor shrimpstt like hiuelt. In an equally 
audacious vein he compared the Nun's Priest to Chanticleer, using the jests of 
a buffoon.. And;yet t.he gOod-nat.ured Host )leant no harm, and surely the Jun'. 
Priest with his .8DSe of tun ftS not of tended, nor was the Monk, in all proba-
bUi ty, tor Chaucer tells us that he 'bore it patiently. The people of thole 
days were not squeamish, a certain kind ot eart~ humor was as natural to them 
as saying their prayers. 
The buffoon slyly winks at the pUgrims and the reader in manJ" of 
the speoches or the Host, but is there evidence ot bufroonerr in the actions 
38 Aristotl8, Nicbuoheaa Ithic!t 4. 14, trans. Weldon, 127-130. 
)' Robiaaon, Chaucer, B * )122-3124. 22). 
40 Ibid., IS * 3140-.n~, 22S. 
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of the Host? There is no direct et.at.em.ent concerning any ludlc1"OUS actions on 
his part, but one can imagine the grimaces and clowniSh gesture. that must 
ha.ve accompanied hie aal t7 speech as he rose in his stirrups to address so_ 
particular pilgrim. or to point his whip with a nourish at another. Undoubt-
edly when the drunken Cook fell from hie horse into the ditch, the Bost (who 
as innkeeper was experienced) had directed the heavy operations of re-seating 
the Cook. Perhaps be had helped with m&n7 a tug and push to hoist the tellow 
on his heaving nag. 
This waa a tair chTTacbee of a cookl 
All&a1 he naMe holde hym by his ladelL 
And er that he aga1D were in his .adel, 
Ther 1fU greet shonyng both. to and fro 
To litt.e hym up, and muchel care and 11'0, ... 
So umreeld7 waa thie sory palled goo.t.~ 
Thia scene would lend i teelf to a varietT of ludicrously dramatic actions on 
the part ot a talented actor who, even before the fall, had taunted the Cook 
with m&n7 a jibe I 
'For lI.&nJ a pastee haste ... laten blood, 
And 1Il8l17 a Jaldce of Do .... r hutow aoold 
That hath been twie. hoot and twies coold. 
O! JJUUl7 a pilil'JlR haato... Cristes cure, 
For of thy percell' ,..t they tare the wore, 
That they han eten with thy stubbel goos J 
For in thy sheppe is manJ a fil'e loos. t 42 
And again 1JBediatel;r before the fall, 
'Is ther no un, for prerere ne for hyre, 
'!'bat wole awake oure felawe. al b1hynde" 
A t.heef IQ'ghte h,.. ful lightl)" robbe and b)"nde. 
41 Rob1naon, Chaucer, IX (n) ,0-56, 261. 
42 Ibid., I (A) 4346-4350, 12. 
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See bow be nappethl see how, for cokkes bones, 
'fhat he "01 falle fro his hora atones I 
Is that a cook ot Londoun, With _sohaunoe" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
, A"ake, thou. Cook, f quod be, t God ye.,. thee aom 1 
What e.1'let.h thee to slepe by the IIOm?·4) 
How realiatloally the Host pictured the ahop alive With fiiea and 
how he. berated the Cook tor bIposing twice heated meat. on the public' And 
what fun be poked at the napping rascal 81I'8.11nc on his horae. Yet there "as 
DO malice in thi. ",okina for he mollified the nodding Roger by aa,1ng. 
• But ,.t I pray th •• , be not 1t'J"Ot.h tor game j • 
It. un may s.ye ful sooth. in game and pleT. t lUa 
There ia none of the rancid. unpleuantneas in this chiding that is found in 
the Manciple's insulting, vulgar attack upon the Cook. The Hoat cautioned the 
Manoiple to have a care l •• t the Cook later retaliate r 
'But yet, 1fanciple, in feith thou azot,.to Dyce, 
Thus openlT repre.,. h1a for his 1'1ce. ,,5 
!he kindly Hoat ennead a good-natured eDd.urance ot the Cook and bis weakneases 
and in 80 doiDc ftIUlated bis creator, Chaucer, ot 1Ib0Jll SheUy aaya.. "No one 
save Shakespeare knon men and women as be doe. or baa his almost divine tol-
erance ot the •• n46 And Aldous Huxley agree •• 
43 Ibid., I (N) 6-11, 261. 
-
44 Ibid., I (A) 43,4-43", 72. 
-
45 Ibid., 
-
II (n) 69-n, 268. 
46 Shelly J I!!! Ll vil!l Chaucer I 16. 
fIIlere Langland cried alOU<l in aDger, threatening the world 
with hell-tire, Chaucer look. on and nile., and preci.ely in the 
same 'Yein Gower Hes an Ingland gi_n over to the dnll. • • th~r 
Chaucer, 111. th incurable optW_, S8e8 ohien,.. a Merry England. 
At t1aes the Host la.he. out w1 th more heat at 80M ot the righteous 
Pilgrims than at thon .ho are burdened with taul ts. E .... n the Par.on came in 
for a share of the Hostt. sharp wit. When he cOJI,PlalD8dl .. lm8S. _1 What 
all. the un, to _ar .0 .iatullyt' It tor the Host barked at hilu It. Ho /ofJ1rT-
kin, 78 are t.here are ,..? I s_ll a Lollard in the wind. HOW' now, good men, 
listen and staT a blt, tor b,. God's wort.1'l7 paiM .e shall haft a predication. 
This Lollard h8re will preach us .oJM1lbatl t .. 48 
rrom all of this el ..... r co_nt. aDd spi07' repart.ee, one can DOte how 
Chaucer has brought to life through bis incomparable ~eech the picturesque 
personality of the Host.. One lIUt reumber, howe .... r, as Shelly remembers, 1:Mt 
the Host ftS not br nature a low charaGter as wa. the tiller. He has the re-
spect of Chaucer and the bight and Probabl7 .. t of the GOlIpaD7_ 'that he 
could apeak "al lordly as a Iqug" 1rU delllOutrated br his marked courtesy when 
addresliq the Prioress and his adaptsbili t7 of speech was shown br his accord-
ing to each of the pUll"iu that shade of deference in tone and word which 
best 8uited his ag8 or station. Commenting on this quality in the Host., 
Shell,. 8ays. 
47 Aldous Huxle7, Es.al! !!! !!! Old, ... tork, 1921, 254-
48 Tatlook and IacKa7e, Reader's Chaucer, 94. 
" 
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He can quote Scripture and Seneoa. In speaking t.o the Clerk 
he make. referenoe to terms, oolors, and figures of rhetoric, and 
ofter. sound atnice OR the subject of st.Tle. And he lards his 
speech to the Pb.7s1eian with such technical terms as the Ph.;ysician 
himself would use. 49 
In sUlllll&17 one can point to the Host as an average man whOJl Chaucer 
debases slightly below tbe ordinary, in accordance with Aristotle, to make of 
him a character of comedTJ this lo_ring is accomplished b.r means of the buf-
foonish 8pe~ch which Chaucer places in his lIl()uth. The poet's genius attained 
in the portrait of the Host an artistr,y unknown 1;.0 Aristophanes, Menander, and 
other ancient writers of comedyJ for in hi. Chaucer oombined dignity and buf-
foonery and yet preserved conlisteneT of charaoter. Here is found. a creation 
not oal7 Vue to VPe but 80 real that one is tantali.ed with the queJ'1J Did 
Har17 Bailey onoe lift aM J'e'V81 ill the .1O)"s of Chaucer's England, or 1s he 
the culmination. ot the poet.'s oonception of the t1Pical·, joll;r innkeeper of 
his dq? Jlan\y in h1& .!!! Lip' deolares that he did once trequent the old 
Tabard. He shows bow of all the CanterbU1'7 PUgr1.u the Boat. oan be most. 
aoourately iden"tified for "the Subsidy Bolls of Bouthwark for the Tear 1380-81 
give the name Henri Bqliff ostyler Christian. • • • .. 50 'l'bose who differ 
from Manly .1l&)" sar that perhaps Chaucer merely took the name of a Southnrk 
innkeeper without using the personal itT , and others -7 hold that the poet. 
used a few outstanding traits of some known character to create a type. Be 
this as it may, the important point to consider i8 that whether he wa. taken 
49 . ShenT, !!!! Livin, Chaucer, 225. 
50 Manly, !!! LiFt, 77. 
A good Wlt was ther of beside Bathe, 
But she was soade1 deef, and that was soathe. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Her hoaen _ren of tya scarlet reed, 
hi streite 7te7d, and shoes ful JII01St. and. newel 
80014 was hir tace, and. lair, and reed of hew. 
She 1188 a ... 0rt.b.T ...... n &1. hil'" lyYe, 
Housbondea at chirehe do" ahe hadde tTYe I 
Withouten GOther compaip in Touthe, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Gat-tothed was she, sooth17 tor to sqe. 
Upon an ablere eally she sat, 
Yw)'mpled .... 1, and on hir heed an hat 
As brood as is a bokeler, or a targe, 
A loet-aantel aboute hir hi,.. large, 
.AD Oil hil'" teet a paire of spores sharpe. 
In felaweshipe .. 1 kGUM she laughe aDd cape. 
Of :readies 01 love she It_w per chaunce J r!4 
'or she koude of that art the old.e daunoe.;1 
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Chaucer sketohes in the.e lines and others in the Prologue an objec-
ti .. picture of the WUe, thro-nng ln a B._bel' of Ulum1nat1n& bits about her 
put. One learns that she .s a wll .... nown cloth-aeker, surpassing thewavers 
of IpNS and Ghent. She had been three ti.s to Jerueal .. and had visited 
DWI7 a distant place where she had. learoed d1 ftrs things. HanDi married 
five husbuds, ahe was experienced in the joys aDd tribulations of _dlock. 
Though somewhat old-fashioned in her dresa, sbe ... s oareful about ber appear-
ance. As she proudlT marched up the ohurch aisle to malee her offering, let 
no dog bark, and aboft all let no other bood wite step ahead 01 her or "So 
wroath was she that she ..... out of alle charitee_",5 It .... e11 that she had 
a substantial toundation of bone and II\18c1e tG balance the ten pound weipt 
headcovering which she donned tor Sundays. Though gap-toothed, she was lair. 
54 Robinson, Cha.er, I (A) 445-447, 24. 
SS Ibid., I (A) 4Sl-4,.3, 24. 
-
n 
and bold of face, and of a rudd¥ complexion. As she rode, roc:ld.ng .sily' to 
and fro, her great hat which was &8 large .s a shield must haYe made an inter 
esting pioture bobbing rbyt;baically wi tb the pacing of her horse. \fere the 
sharp spurs which she wore used to pri" her jaded IIlOUIlt or wre they _rely 
final touch to her dre.s? Her "ablere" aust baTe been a gentle animal and a 
well disciplined ODe to carl7 his burden Hiel,. about the counm.ide, tor 
when the Wife lauched into one of her length7 lIlOnologues, ahe forgot the ways 
of horses for the world of men. 
Vihat could be ltlOl'e lifelike than ttli. pioture 0.1' the Wite? She 
pasaes before one in all her glor;y, with her jp'84t "targe" hat, aDd her ample 
hip., and her red hose. From her bold red face to the sharp spurs on her soft 
leather shoe. there ia not a detail that could be omitted and yet there i8 no 
oftrcrowdlng of ean'fU that. would detract trOll the clear-cut etching. She i8 
unforgettable just as she la. 
In the Wife'a P':"oloCue, Quluoer no lOlli.r uses the Jltethod of direct 
portrqal. but allows her to give herself away and. UDConsaioua17 paint her own 
virld portrait a. ahe loses herself in her incoaparable e1ght-hUDdred ... line 
monologue. 
In e ... r7 line of her Prologue and in the whole" one feel. 
Chaucer'. deliCht in her creation. She i. poured out, .. it were, 
'mit ei.a Gus.e' J she is abaolutely of a p1eoe. There is nothins 
quite like her. And her superb 15eU-reyelation, with ita vene 
and ita rHine •• and ita serene17 cea.ele •• flow, no IlION to be 
stop}l3d (as the Pardoner found) than the course of a planet. and 
above all her ••• 'profound, 1mperturbable naturalia'-all tbatS6 ja one of the 1ft uhie ..... nt. which actually orea" a personality.· 
56 Lowes, Qeoltr!l Chaucer, !!!! Genius, 2)1. 
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Doea the Wife meet Aristotle' a requirement of charaoten below .wr-
age as lubjects of comedy' She has eprung from. the thJ1.tt7 lliddle clue and 
probably, too, is representative of the cloth qaTerS of her tilDe. Had. ahe 
Iiftd in the eta,.. of the French RnolutioD, she would '"'17 11kely haw .1011'18d 
the fishwives in their IUU'Clh on the TuUerie.. At least. the sentiments of 
"equality, fraternity, ud liberty" wre equally strong in her. Selected from 
this aTerage middle clue, she baa been loared through her outrageous speech 
suffioiently to emerge the great collie personality that she is. 
In the Wife we haw again sreat. Titality and charm. The Wife 
ae eYer)" one kno_, i. a superb creation. Bhe i. a world, God til 
plenty, all in herself. The Wite howewr is not an admirable tigure 
when it C01Ile8 to instruction or 1deali_. she cannot be taken ae a 
leader in social Fetorm.57 
One &gr'ee. with Mr. Patch that the Wif. ounot. be taken .a a leader in 80c1al 
reform, and the world 1. as well off without. her revolutionis1nc of sooiet.1' by 
ral.i. woman to • position ot complete supremacy, but the world would be 
poorer indeed without the irrepres.ible life, love, and hWllOr ot this incom-
parable Wite. 
Garrulity, a qualU.,. rooted deep in the nature of ._t. buffoons, 
att.ained i te full nowering in the Wife. Knowing her tendency toward 10q\1&-
ciouene •• , one uks, how did she manage to stem the on-rush of c_nt aud 
adTice that aut haTe claaored tor utt.erance during the story 'telling of the 
tiller and the Ree.,.' Po.sibly the torrent of her talk gaiDed in IIlOII8ntum, 
the bet.ter to burst forth when her time cue to begin her pricele.. eight-
hundred-line prologue. She struck the ke1IlOte both to her prolope and her 
S7 Patch, Rere~ Ohaucer .. 161. 
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tale when she announced in the tirst line ot her lema preamble that experience 
in aarriege was enough tor her. She prided berselt on her uri tal wisdom 
"48 aa wide as the world ot her 1I81V' travels. Wo other "01I5n of her 
plumbed the deptha ot the j07s end woes in Ul'Tiage as she had done. 
share with the pilgrims the fru1 ts ot thia experience and would apare neither 
herselt, her dead huabands, nor the company in the telling. Let no oDe t.ake 
otte.e, all Ha to be said in tun and to entertain. 
Bu.t that I prays to al this oompalgnye, 
U that I apeke after my tantuye. 
Aa taketh not &griet ot that 1-78. 
For fA1D entente 18 not but to pleye. S8 
Marchette Chute hu caught the spirit ot this undaunted woman. 
The \11re haa so vaat an enthusiu. tor her subjeot and knows 80 
muoh about it, that ahe aurgea alone lite 80lIl8 creat natural toroe 
and is quite unstoppable. Hot that 8.l1T of the pil,ri_ would wish 
to stop her •••• She is even more tree in her language than the 
tiller and the Re..,., aDd there ia notbing about her married. lire 
that ahe oonsiders in the leut de .. rnna ot retioence. • • • She 
is 80 trank in her enj07llftnt ot her career that she ia aa irresi8-
tible as M.t.att, who .... a coward, a cheat, and a liar but who 
ne .... rthelea. had a wonderful time 01 it. Chauoer has given tbe 
Wile ot lath his own 1rrepre.sible delight 1n living, and her 
whole diacourse 18 one whoop ot aatistaetoloD OWl" the tun she bas 
had •••• EYe17 word Ibe speaks during bel" nood ot helptul adv.ice 
about hubande gi .. es her 0II'ft Gbaracwr away, al'd ito is 0&7 the Wife 
of Bath who does not know it.59 
A tew com.ents and .everal quotatlona from the Wit.-s lively. racy 
discours. will illutrate the garrulity tor which she is tamed, .a well as the 
wit and bUlllOr so characteristic of her. She began her pre&lllble by attaoking 
an interpretation ot the Blble concern1.Di mamage which had recently come to 
sa Rob1aaoft, Chaucer, UI (D)189-93, 93. 
,9 Chute, Oeottrel ~auc.r, 272-276. 
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• her attention. So_one had laid that since Christ had. attended a nddillg onl 
once, ae showed by His example that a woun ehGUld -l"I7 but onoe. The Wif. 
had no sympathy tor such 19norant views and interpretations. Did BOt God saya 
"Increase and aul tiplJ'-' That noble text ahe could well understand and also 
the story of 50101l0n who bad such a hapW tiDltl wi tb his _ny wi fts. She bad 
no quarrel with those who preach that virgin1ty is a higher state tnan matri-
mony, but she insisted that the nobler was only counseled and not cOIIII&nded. 
She _de no boast of her estate, but ahe did insist that she could .erve God 
in her own ."..,.. The lord used in his howsehold wooden vessels as well as 
golden. I'arl7 a saint .ince the world began had lived a celibate life but she 
didn't en'9y any one of the. Let them be 01 .... d a& bread of pure white flour 
and let the wive. be considered barley-bread. And yet with barlq-bread Chri& 
had refreabed the lIlultltude. 
Paul dorate nat coalnden, atte leeste, 
A tbJni of which his maJ.ster Tat DOon heeste. 
The dart. is .et up for virgin1teea 
aaceh. whoso may; who remaetb beat lat •••• 
But this word i& Qat take. of Sftr'7 w1&ht. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • or JII1ll sstut I 071 nat lIlake DO boost. 
For .... 11 T8 knows, a lord in his houhold, 
ft. nath aat .ftr.Y vellel al of pldJ 
SOJI1H been of tree, and dooD hlr lord •• "7S8. 
God olepeth tolk to hyfi in soDC:b7 .,. •• , 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I nyl emye no v1rgini tee. 
Let h •• be br.ed ot pured wh.t ...... d. 
And lat u .,... hoten barl;y-breedJ 
And 78' with barly-breed, Mark telle kan, 
Our Lord. Jbeau re£ressh.d lIl&D7 a IUn. 
In awich e.t.aat .. God hath cleped gs 
I .. 01 perseft") I DUl nat preclus. 
60 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 7.3-148, 92. 
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The ,Wife followed her discourse on the merits at the yarioul states 
b1 a SUDIID8.l"1 of all that a wife had a right to demand ot her huband, a SWl-
mal7 so tormidable that the Pardoner intenupted by sweariIlb that though he 
was about to man"1, he would wed no wite that year. Far from reassuring hill, 
the 'Nit. chuckling told hill he hadn't heard the halt of it. Before she tin-
ished, she would gift him. enoU&h ta aed1tate on tor da78 to come. 
t Abyde S t quod ahe, t.. tale is not bigonne 
..,. J thou. .hal t dr;yDken of another tonne, 
Er that I go J shal s.voure worl than ale. 
And. nan that I have toold thee forth ay tale 
Of tribulac10n 1n mar1age, 
Of which I .. expert in all JI7D age, 
Thi. ia to sCf1Tl, 1IIJSe1t haw been the wh1ppe,-
Than UJ'8tow ch ••• wheither thou walt .ippe 
Of thi Ike tonne that I .hal a'broohe. 
Be .. ar ot it, er thou to UT approcheJ 
For I shal telle a.ampl.. 110 than ten. 
WhOIO tbat 111'1 be war by othere men, 
B.Y i'.)'11 shul othere men corrected be 1 .61 
Losing Dot a me.nt, she laUDChed into a l.enctb7 recital ot her wily dealings 
with her husbands and ot the grati.f)'1ng results ot her highhanded ways. 
She reduced each ot them to the necess8l"7 state of eubjection 
by her remarkable and in1m1table methods, and ahe eanIlOt resist a 
chortle at joy as she think. back on what .h.had put them through. 
10 LordI the pain I dido them and the we. f Her techn1que ..... a co .... 
plieated one and had 1B8.D7 interestina angle., but tbe6_in idea .. s to get a buabanct on the detellsi," and keep him there. 2 
Astute woman that she wu, andesperienoed in the .aye of intrigue and deceit, 
theWif. ..... that he lIbo strike. first wins the argument. .Betore her own llia-
deeds could be tlung in her face J .he .-ust appear .e the outraged wife guard!. 
the saneti ty of the ho •• 
61 Ibid., III (D) 168-160, 93. 
-
62 Chute, Oeottrq Chaucer I 273. 
t Sire olde 'ltA7ftard, is this thyn array? 
Why i. l'I1' neighbores "1't so gay? 
She is honoured owr al the!' she gooth; 
I sitte at booa, I haTe no thrift)'" clooth. 
"!that dosto. at m,:rneighbores MUS? 
Is she 80 fair? artow so amorous' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
And it I ha .... a g08s1b or .. treeDd, 
W1thouten gilt, thou chidest a. a teencl, 
It that I walk or pl.,.. uto h:1e hOllS I 
Thou oome.t boa ... droDken as a mou, 6~ 
And prech •• t on t.h7 bench, with 7"1 preetl ~ 
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It the poor old tellow e .. home drunk, it was probabl;r due to his ettort to 
drown hi. do.etic troubles. ot this weaknesa the Wit. made capital by pre-
tending that whUe he ..... lUlder the innuenoe ot strong ale, the WJ"etcbed hua-
band bad accued her of -fIT lId.deed •• 
Lordlings, richt ttlu I would a\out17 affirm in '11fT gune, to 
mine old husbands that th.,- said in their drunkenness J and all was 
talae, ,..t I took witn ••• 01 Juk1n and eke of 11fT n1eoe. 0 Lordi 
~e pain and woe I did t,hem, &ad. rull guU tle.8, by the rood 1 
'or I could hi te and. wb1ae lik. a horae. I knew b01f to complain, 
though I 1fU the culprit J else oru.. had I been 'IUldone. He who 
first 001l8S to the aill, tirst grinds, I coap1air&ed tint aM thu 
our war .as ended. The,. wre right glad to excu.. themeel vee full 
hurriedl.7 of thiage that they had nner done in all their 11 Te8. 64 
Cowed by the torrent of abuse, the defenceless old _n dared not protest a. the 
Wife .hre'IrUhly rattled on in her own defence. 
Thou s8)"de.t, this that I .u 11k a cat. 
For who 80 wolde senge a catte. skyD., 
fbaJme wo1de the cst weI dnlle. 1a his in, 
And it the oatwa sJqn be al1k and ,&7. 
9:e wo1 DOt dRUe in house halt a day, 
But tol"tb she wole, er &n)" -7 be daed, 
To she .. hir sk;rn, and goon a-caterwned. 
6) Robinson, Chaucer, UI (D) 235-248, 93-94. 
" 
64 Tatlock and MaoXaye, Reader's Ohaucer, 16.3. 
-. 
Thia is to ae,., if I be ga7, sire ehrewe, 
I wol renne out, DlJ' borel for to sh .... 
Sire olde tool, what helpetll thee to spyen? 
thogh thou pre7e Argus with hil hundred yen 
To be 117 warde-oora, as he ken best, 
In fei th he shall nat kepe .. but .. leat'6£, 
Yet koud.e I make h1s berd, eo moot I thee! ;1 
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'Whether ahe revUed thell when they were at home or revelled in unre-
strained tun when the7 were abroad, she always enjoyed life to the full. She 
8a78 of herselt, 
st1boum and strong, and jol17 .. e a we. 
HOlf . bude I daunce to an harpe amal.e, 
And 8JDge, Trie, as aD7 D1'gbtyngale, Wile I bad droDke a draught. of _ete w.rnl 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • But~ Lord Crietl whan that it raeabNth 1\8 
Upon rq 70wthe, and 011 • jollite8, 
It tikletab - about. JIYD. herte l"OC'te. 66 
ftiat I bave had 1117 world as in 1117 t7M. 
The tiM that her fourth husband. spent Lent in London 'Was just the 
opportmd.ty to "goon a-oaterwawed." Like the sleek oat that would eholt' her 
fine fur, the Wife of Bath will clon her gay eoarlet dresl and nlk abroad to 
.ee and above aU to be SHn. That Leat was a ti_ of penance did aot see. to 
have 1DIpreased the unpen1tential Wife. 
»:r houboDde ... at Londoun al that LenteJ 
I hadde the bettre le1"l" for to p1e78, 
And tor to Ie, &ad .. tor to be "78 
Of l_ty folk. What wilte I wher my arace 
Wal lhapen tor to be .. or 111 what placet 
'fherfore I macle IV Y1sitac10WlB 
To 'figUi_. and to Pl"OO.SS10UDI, 
To pr_ch1Dc _, and to thi._ pUgriaagel, 
To pleye8 of J!I1'1"&Ol_s, and to mariaces, 
And wered upoa I\Y ,aye .Prlet utes. 
65 Robinson, Chaucer, In (D), 3k8-362, 9S. 
66 Ibid., nI (D), hSs-47h, 96. 
-
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ThiN wontes, De thin II10t thes, ne ttu8e .,-tes, .. 
Upon 'f!f¥ perU, !rete he. never a deel; 67 
And wostow whTI for they are und weel. 
tows, in cO'IIIDInt1ng on the above lines and thoae where the Wife 
compares herself to a .leek cat, explaina the poet's manner of creating that 
Obaucerian fiavor Which i. as tart and tresh todq as when h1a bright genius 
first distilled it. 
Obauoer who wrote tor the ear, heard (I th1Dk:) as h. wrote, 
"e17 line he put in the mouth of hia ohancteraJ and of these ttJ.e 
_st individual expre.s that _q_ personal quality which marks 
them, 111 the id108JllGrac1es, the 1d1_, ~ the ftrT movement of 
th.1r _1'dI •••• nobotV' but the Bte ot Bath could have uttered 
the .. 1iDes. it • • 'the Wlf. of Bath as oloae Ida to Geoftrey 
Chaucu. .lDd it those 1ut line. are not Obaucer hl.elf to the 
core, tben I haft read the Hous. of Fame, and the TroUu, and the 
greater Tal •• amis ••••• ADd Chaucer's 1nd1rtdwal, peculiar 
qual!t)" l1es in l&l*le _&eure in tJlat eager appentence tor llre, 
to which IlOth1D&' .. coaaon or unclean. • • • The relish ln that 
twioe repeated 'thiM,' with 1t. ineffable fam111&rit)", 1s ~ 
W'O!'d8.1 '\Toras, motha, -and. II1tM' are a:lllp17 wonas, _tha, and 
JI1te.~n1y that, and ~ lION. 'Thls. worau, this. motth.s, 
this. uVtes' ha... become 1nt1mates-broiiieZ:s &:.ld S1.t;~ like (with 
a 8ftereneen Sa1nt 1:ranoi.' four brother, the Wind, and. our slater 
water' ••• Reliatt, and tbe .. conore .... ne •• whlch Landor called "bodT" 
ln Chaucer go hand 1n hand. b6 
The Wif. ot Bath considered 1 t both thrift)" and wi.e to look ahead 
and make provision for the tut\are, whether the aerohand1_ be tood, or cloth-
iDg, honsing or hUBbande. 
y.t I as DeVere Wi thout.en purvelance 
Of' u:r1age, n' of othen tb7Dges eu. 
I hold.e a mouse. hel'te nat worih a leek 
That hath but eon hole tor to .tene to, 
And if that faUl., thanne 18 al 740 .. 69 
67 Ibid., In (D) S50-S63, 97. 
-68 Lowes, Oeotfrel Chaucer; !!!!. Genius, 232-241. 
69 Robinson, Chauoer, III (D) $6'-$7$, 91. 
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Therefore. when her fou.rthhuaband died she follOwed him dutifully' to the gl'f1V8 
and wept the custou.ry Wifely tears, but UDder her fill ahe was admiring the 
sp17 TOung JaDkin who .... ~ing ahead of her foUowiDg her hus'baDd's 'bier. 
I weep al,ate, and made 80ry cheel", 
As 1IJ'W8 mooten, for it i8 usage, 
And with flIT coverchief oovered .., vi8age. 
But tor that I w.e PUl"ftTed. of • make, 
I wepte but smal, and that I UI1dertatce. 
'to chirehe .... DI111 houboDde born ..... m 
With .1gb_bore., that tor bJlIl uden SOI'WeJ 
And JUIqn, oure clerk, ... GOD of tho. 
H belp 118 0041 whan tbat I •• Dih bJm go 
J.fter the beere, .. thoughte h8 had.de a pa1re 
Ot lesgH and of teet eo olene and tain 
That al. 1I\Yf1 harteI:fat unt,o h:i.8 hoold. 
He .... , I trowe, a twenty wynter oold, 
And I was tourly, it I 8hal 8878 sooth] 
But ;ret I hadde a1w81' a col te8 tooth. 70 
Aptl7 hu Chesterton tagged her "the great protes.ional widow of 
11 terature. " 71 J'1ve huabanda wen Ilene too DIIUIY for her. 
Ibl •••• d be God that I have wddeci t)'vel 
We1co_ the .ute. wbaa t.ba\ .... N he 8hal. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1b:at JVD houboRde i. fro the world 7pn, 7 
Some Obri8ten man abal _dele _ anoD, ••• 2 
Though 8he .... 8til1 in the matl"imoDia1 market, she realized that a certain 
amount ot .al.elllUD.Ship ... now M08.S.17 it the "81zth" .... to be landed sa~ 
Re1.ntl.ss qe 11111. not be boUCh' ott nen 137 ttl. -1"17 Wite of Bath. 
70 Ibid., III (D) ,87-603, 96. 
-
11 Chesterton, Chaucer, 77. 
72 Robinson, Chauoer, III (D) 40-48, 91. 
But aie, alla.' that al wole enven.JM, 
Hath me biraft lIT beautee and II\Y pith. 
tat go, tarewelll the deTilgo therwithl 
The nour is gOOD, ther is namoore to tell. J 
The bren, as I best kan, now most. I s"le J 
But yet to be right lII11'"ie wol I tonde. . 
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ChauCJer tOUGhes the .. _ria of theftfe with a note of pathos a. be did lilee-
wise those other plaintive words of hers. ItAll .. a' Allas that eftr lave was 
81'ftD81" Com.ntiftg, on this line, Lowes sa781 "Chaucer understood her no les. 
when he put into her mouth a cry which SU'llla up halt the paaaloD and pain ot 
the world. ,,14 This note contra.tiag with bel' ueual asaurance and light-
hearted ohatter creaws in the reader a 8711PatbT that goes out to a real per-
sonali t7 of flesh and blood and emotiona. In her Chaucer hal attained a per-
tect balance between the individual and the type. 
Her eight. hundred line digre.sion i. charming Ncause of the many 
digressions within the digre.sion. She began to tell of her fifth husband 
only to lose herself in a mue of fanci.s in whicb her thoughts ran ahead. of 
her words. Suddenly she realized that she wu far afield or her tale and. 
stopping she P'OPed besi tating'ly tor the thread of her .tory. 
But now, sire lat me s., what. I 'hal~seyn1 
A. hal b7 God, I have rq tale a&8111. 7;1 
'iJVu tbere ewr a llOre delightfully huaa tou.eh thaa this bit. ot daydreaming, 
typical of the garrulOUB who 10.e tn .. el ves in the bJ'tf81'. of their unendiDg 
nal.l talk? This outpouriD& continued tor three bundred more lines before she 
73 Ibid., III (D) 413-400, 96. 
-
74 Lowes, aeottrez ChaucerJ l!!! Genius, 233. 
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was read1' to begin h--.I" story proper. No wonder when she drew breath the Friar 
laU;ed. 
'No daM,' quod he, • So have I j07e or bli •• 
!his is a : 10Dg preamble of a l.o&1e!' 76 
Before lea'fiQg thi. J aubjecl.o of the Wife t s prowess a8 a talker, it will be in-
tensttn, to note Sb*J.el1;y's comparison of the Wife 11'1 tb Chaucer'. other char-
acttl'S who have BilI:l-1a.r t,alenl.o. in the speech arts. 
Chauoer haald a definite genius for portr&71na great talkers. 
lJIle Eagle in tb .... House ot Fame, Pandarous, the Host, the Pardoner, 
the Wite of BaY.h, lladame Pertelote, Chanticleer, the canon' s Yeo-
man, are all "," .. all men of their tongues," who talk with tremendous 
@ute and. f'luenaacy. And the best of the. are Pandarou and the 'lite 
of Bath, with ti .. he palm ,oina; to the Wife of Bath for what is usUll.1l7 
called -JlUculil. .. ne" force and directness. No one, DOt even the Host, 
knows bel.oter th&.an she how to call a spade a spade or does so lIOre 
conaist.en1.o1y.. •• And 1t i. one of the triumph. of Chaucer's arl 
tIlat he is able" ln thls way to give the living voice ot this dfnamic 
1I()DWl $Ad to fo:.1.10w in mit, sve ftrse the _"oUs ene;v aDCl 
.u.delen turDiDga " of a iliAd and spin t 80 keen aDd. aotl.,.. 
Is there ta.o be tound in the Wife of Bath a detect such as Arlstotle 
dee. l1setul tor ore&tat1ne iDoongrui ty in the cmc oharaoter' The Wite bears 
an infirmity whlch s:d.nce it ia generaUl' consldered not painf'ul has baen used 
to iIltroduoe amusing; aituat10ne in the oomeq of all ages. "But ahe was 80m-
del deef, and that wa1'&S 8cathe." With tb.e Wite this misfortune doea not lead 
to 1117 particularly _ J!>idioulous a1 tuatlons except that 1 t aooounts for her loud 
speem. But the 8tO.-l"1 of the oauae of her deafneas preaente a acene of high 
CODltdy. Ooaaenting e on this disabilitl', Pateh 8.78, 
16 Ibid., III (D) 828-831, 100. 
-
77 Shelly,,·,!!!!. LiV15 Chaucer, 223-224. 
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Profane, obscene, ahe shouts at everybody. And 1Irby not1-
she is deal, and she i8 the type that thinks noise means revelry 
and mirth. She has vast laughter, and ruthless inclusiveness. 
She JlUSt gather into her circle everyone within reach, jab this 
one in the ribs, chuck another under the chin, yell hoarselT at 
a third. She has the eoolesiastics purple with rage or with un-
seeml.!'amirth. She stands (80 she thinks) the quiet clerk on his 
head."' 
The reason for the deafness of the ~ood Wife must be traced to her 
intolerance of an.r attack on women. It is none other than her youngest and 
favori te husband who infiicts on 'her this luting misfortune. In her own bhlnt 
racy st7le she tells us of the incident. 
But now my tale, why I was beaten for a book, perdy as I t.old 
you. Upon a night Jankin, our goodman sat by the fire and read his 
book, first of Eva, for whose wickedness all mankind W&8 brought 
to misery. • •• Then he read to .. how Samson lost his hair in his 
sleep J his doxy cut it with her shears, through which treason he 
lost both his eyes. Then I tell you he read me about Hercules and 
his Dejanira, 1Irbo caused him to set tire to himself. Nor did he 
forget the penance and woe whioh Socrates had with his two wives, 
hOlf Xantippe cast foul water OD his pate J this blameless man sat 
still as a stone, wiped his head and durat say no more than, "Ere 
thunder ceases, come_ the rain. t • • • He read with full good devo-
tion about Clytemnestra, that for her wantonness treacherously 
caused her husband' II death. • • • Thus in one way or other the hus-
bands came to grief. • • And then he told .. of how one LatlDll1us 
lamented to Arrius, his feUow, how there grew in hi8 garden such 
a tree on which, he 8ud, hi8 three wi ft8 had hanged themsel ftS 
with desperate heart. '0 dear brother, iive me a 81ip froll this 
same blessed tree,' quoth thisArr1U8, 'and it shall be planted in 
my- garden.' He read about wives of later date, that. some have mur-
dered their husbands in their sleep •••• And some have driven 
nails into their husbands' brains whilst they slept, and SOIll8 have 
given them poison to drink. He spake more evil than heart can devise. 
And. there withal he knew more proverbs than in this world grow 
blades of irass. Quoth he, 1 It is bet tel" to have thy dwelling with 
a lion or a toul. dragon, than with a woman wont to chide. t 'Better 
1 t is, f quoth he, 'to dwell high in the roof, than down in the house 
nth an angry woman, ,79 
78 Patch, Rareadin, 0hauoer, 161. 
79 Tatlock and MacKaye, Reader's Chaucer, 168-170. 
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As Jankin continued this exacting and exasperating reading, a great 
storm cloud was settling on his wite t s brow. 
Who wolde wene or wt» wolde suppose, 
The wo that in myn herte fta, and P7ll8? 
And whan I aaugh he yolde MVe" f.yne 
'1'0 reden on this oursed book all DTsht, 
AI sodeDpl.y thre lews haft I plyght 
Out of his book, right u he radde, and eke 
I with.,. teat ao took hya on the cheke 
That in oure tyr he fU bakward adoun. 
And he up stine aa dooth a wood leoUD, 
And 111 th his teat he smoot me on the heed, 
And in the tloor I la7 as I were de.d 
.And am he aaugh how stille that I lay, 80 
He was aghut, and wolde han fled his "'T-
Unable to endure any longer the pain and woe brought on b7 this endless re-
ci tal, the good Wite rose up and tore three leaves from the cursed book, and 
to malee an end to the evening's .el"llOnis1ng took him on the cheek so that he 
tell backward into the fire. lotic. that she "took" him on the cheek. This 
was no love pat but a atrong ttside awipe" such as an experienced boxer would 
deliver. Her husband had youth and agility in his favor and atarting up like 
a lion he smote her a blow so hard that abe lay on the noor u one dead. When 
he saw how atUl she lay, he ftS aghast and would haTe run away for fear, 'but 
e'Ven in the world of unconsciousness she seemed to exert poWI' OWl' him, for 
he stood lookiDg down at her. She doea not a.T how aoon ahe repined con-
sCioUDes., but may one not believe that some time elapaed before ahe gave 
external evidenae of her returning powers, and that duriDi this inter:val her 
aotive mind was planning how to gain the most from this seeming defeat? "MInT 
80 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 786-198, 100. 
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are the uses of adversity_" May she not use this misadventure to extort from 
Jankln all that her heart desired? Though sbe dld not intentlonal17 "stoop to 
conquer,· here was an opportunity for a master stroke of diplomacyl 
This scene of the frightened young husband loold.ng down on his pros-
trate wife who -7 be counterfeiting death for her own purposes reJll1nds one of 
a later time when that other great butfoon, Falstaff, lay on the field of 
battle. Since the Wife of Bath and Fal.Wf haw frequently been compared, it 
maT not be too great a digression to recall brieny that other scene. Prince 
H_Dr)" walkiDi among the dead and dy'ing comes upon 'alstaff 17ing supposedly 
stiff ln death. 
What, old acquaintanceS could not all this nesh 
Keep in a little life? Poor Jack, farewelll 
I could have better spared a better man. 
01 I should haT. a hea'7 mil. of thee, 
If I were much in love with Tan1ty. 
Death hath not struck 80 fat a deer to-da)", 
'!"hough many dearer, in this bloody tray. 
As the Prince slowl)" passes from the field, Falstaff rise. and exclaims. 
t Sbloodl 'twas time to counterfeit, or that hot termagant 
Scet had paid .. scot and lot too. '!'be better part of valour is 
discretion, in the better part of which I haTe saved rq 11fe.81 
Both Falstaff and the Wife of Bath are accomplished actor.. Each 
u.es to adTantq8 any and every situation. One should never underestimate the 
resourcefulness of these two masters of deception. In all 1i terature are t.hare 
to be found another pair such as these "gorgeous old sinners" as Lowes ca.lla 
them? 
81 William Shakeapeare, "King Henry IVtt in !!!! eo!p1et.e Works .2! 
William ShakesE!are, 565. 
Returning to the Wife and her distracted husband, one finds that, 
when the Wife had given her ill-mannered Jankin time to repent of his unmanly 
conduct, she slowly opened her eyes and with no diminution of spirit criede 
'0 hastow 8layn me, false theef1' 
An for m:t land thus hastow mordred me? 
Er I be deed, yet wol I kisse thee182 
Here is melodraaa at its height1 Here is an actress worthy of the professio 
stagel Here is a heroine rising to the realm of the heroic! \Vere not the8e 
plaintl ve word8 of the dying woman potent enough to soften a heart of stone? 
"'Er I be deed, yet wol I kisse theet' IY She had not long to wait ere the 
trembling culprit knelt Cryingl 
'Deere Buster AlisOUD, 
As help me God1 I shal thee nevere smyte. 
That I have doon, it is thy8elf to wytea 
Foryeve it me, and that I thee bisekel' ) 
How complacently she received this plea and this promise of amendment one may 
guess. Yet though the fish were on the hook, she deemed it well to draw him 
gently and not to jerk too briskly on the line. Playfully then she struck him 
on the cheek and whispered: "Thief, thus much I am revenged. Now I will die, 
I can speak no more. It Particularly ironic are ber last words I n t I can speak 
no more. t " Is it possible that. atter all Jenkin has lutfered from that shrew-
ish tongue, he will now permit it to beguile him? The la tent chivalry in the 
poor lad rose to the surface. His wife's contrivings were about to achieve a 
decisi va victory. Meekly he slipped his head into the noose-such power has 
woman when she seems most weald 
82 Robinson, ~!!" III (D) 799-80), 100. 
8) ~., 60)-810, 100. 
But atte laste, wi th muchel care and 1fO, 
He laf me al the bridel in Mfn hond, 
'1'0 han the goveranee of hous and lond, 
And of his tong. J and of his hond also I 
And made hym brenne his book anon right tho. 
And whan that I hadde geten unto me, 
By maistre, a1 the soveraynetee, 
And that he seyde, 'Myn owene trewe wyf, 
Do as thee lust the teme of al thy 11fJ 
Keep tbyn honour, and keep eek myn e.t!~tl 
After that day we hadden never debaat. 
86 
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How sigDifio&nt is her last statement. nA.f'ter that day we had not more quar-
relling. n Since she had the bridle in her hand what cause was there for furth 
contro'V'ersy? Thus ends the Wifefs story of how she came to be deaf. There is 
no reason to believe that she considered the price she paid too high "to han 
the goverance of' hollS and lond, and of his tonge, and of his hond also." 
It seems quite evident here that Chaucer in this hilarious scene of 
domestic turbulence measures up perfectly to Aristotle's demand. that "the poet 
should place the scene, 8S tar as possible, before his eyes. In this waY' see-
1ng everything with the utmost viVidness, as if he nre a spectator of the 
action, he will discover what is in keeping with it ••• 8S 
Aristotle requires that characters be consistent. "For though the 
subject of the imitation, who suggested the type, be inconsistent, still he 
must be consistently inconsistent •••• In the portraiture of character, the 
poet should always aim either at the necessary or the probable. Thus a person 
of given character should speak or act in a given way, by the rule of necessit 
84 ~., 811-932, 100. 
as Aristotle, Poetics, IVII 1-2, tr. bl Butcher, 61. 
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or probablli t;r • • ... 86 Does the tlife ot Bath show consistenc;r both in her 
character and in tbe tale she tells? 
The Wite says of herself that she followed her inclinations because 
of her constellation. She believed that the stars bad decreed that she sbould 
be as she was. "For certes, I am allot Venus in teeling, and BJ;y heart is 
Martian. Venus ,ave me my love of pleasure and my wantonness, and Mars my 
etur~ hard1hood."87 Since the Wife's ruling passion was pleasure and since 
Mare as well as Venus had dominion over her, one is not surprised to find her 
avid in following the dictates of Venus and unconquerable in ber dealings wi. til 
her husbands, owing to her .Martian strength. A careful study of her Prologue 
shows that the acqulsi tion and management of men, both in and out of utrimo 
...... her chief busines8 in life. Race, color, and station offered no obstacle 
when her heart was touched. 
A1 were he short, or long, or blak, or whit; 
I took no kep, so that he like me, 
How poore be was, De eek or what degree. 88 
Ever the same theme runs through her long monologue I to love aIld to be loved 
is enough for women, and .. ives should always have the governanoe. All that 
she did or said wu consistent with this theory. In her frequent quoting fro 
SOripture, sbe tried to show that theology gave its approval to her wa;r of 
llfe. Tbat sbe now and then had a doubt about the rectitude ot her course wa 
86 Ibid., XV 4-7, s,. 
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t revealed in that poignant C17'1 "Allas! Allasl that ever love was synne1,,89 ~ .. 
~ Shelly's shrewd comment on this exclamation of the Wife shows a penetrating 
"t' 
insight into the character ot this unpredictable woman. He says, 
And it comes with trernendous dramatic effectiveness. It is a 
sigh from the depths, and one which shows that the Wife of Bath, 
though nine parts pagan, is Christian too and has her moments of 
doubt as to the welfare of her immortal. soul. But such moments are 
brief. The depths are not profound. She is stUl lusty and strong, 
and heal thy enough in spirit to brush aside such morbid dagi ving 
and to rejoice.90 
The c17' was smothered by her characteristic joy in living and her happy memo-
ries of the jolly times of the past. 
But, Lord Orist1 wan that it remembreth me 
Upon my youthe, and on rq jolitee, 
It ttkeleth me abouts myn herte roote. 
Unto this ~ it dooth ~ herte boots 
That I have had my world as in my tyr.te. 91 
Her only regret was that age had robbed her ot her beauty and her pith; but 
undaunted, and with a merry smle, she would sell the "bran" ot her advancing 
age as best she could and would welcome the sixth husband when ere he came. 
!~t only is the Wife of Bath consistent, but Chaucer has enriched 
her personalitY' by attaining in her what Aristotle calls "consistent 1nconsis-
tency." '!'hill difficult ach~vement when accomplished produces in the charac 
greater depth and trueness to life, When a woman of decided opinion manifests 
a weakMSS or an inconsistency of character, she becomes not only more human 
89 Robin$Ol1, ChaUcer, III (D) 469-h74, 96. 
90 Shell;y,.!!!! Liviw, Chaucer, 222. 
91 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 614, 98. 
.. 
but more comic. It has boen not,ed how the "Ufe subjected her old husbands in 
no uncertain manner to her iron will, and how throu;h a master stroke she 
gained ascendancy over her rebellious husband, Jankin. Yet in spite of her 
boastful supremacy, eve~! line of her Prologue shows her dependence on men. 
Legouis gives a careful estimate of1his strength and weakness of the lIife. 
The way in which she speaks of her provress as a domestic 
tyrant warns us at once that it should be put down to boasting. 
She is anxious to startle and shock the other pilgrims. All her 
confidences are a sort of game, for she wishes to amuse her 
hearers. • • • On the whole it is a complex character, and we do 
not know whether what she says of herself is true or exaggerated, 
or partly invention. Nevertheless, an inexhaustible fund of comic 
eftects is supplied b.r the contrast between the immorality of her 
sayings and the dogmatic tone tn wh:i. ch they are uttered, by her 
contention that women should be supreme, whilst her whole life is 
a proof to t.he contrary. She must be put in the same rank with 
Falstatf.92 
The Wife went so far as to admit that at times she was inconsistent, as are 
women in l:eneral. ner good old husbands did everything to please her yet she 
berated them; her high-spirited young husband, Jankin, beat her and she loved 
him. Commenting on this she said: 
Now of my fifthe housbonde wol I tell. 
God lete his soule nevere come in hellel 
And yet was he to me the mooste shrew; 
That feele I on my ribbes a1 ~- rewo, 
And evere sha1 unto myn e~ day. 
. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
That thogh he hadde me bete on every bon, 
He kounde wynne agayn my love anon. 
I trow. I love hym best for that he 
Was of his love daungerous to me. 
We W'ommen han, if that I shal nat lye, 
In this matere a queynte fantasye; 
92 Legouis, Geoffrex Chaucer, 174. 
'Rayte 'What t.hyng .... may nat lightly have, 
T'heratter wol we erie al day and crave 
Forbede us thyng, and that desiren we; 93 
Presse on us taste, and thanne 1ml we fie. 
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One derives such pleasure from these comments of the Wife's because they are 
so true of human nature J and true not only of women in particular but of 
people in general. true not only of Chaucerfs time, but even ~f today. Back 
through the ages to Eden's garden can one trace these words. "Forbade us 
and that desiren we.-
Is the Wife's story consis:fient with the Wife herself? The first 
lines of her tale are surprising, for instead of contributing another coarse 
fabliau such as those of the Mllter or the Reeve, she tells a delicate 
Arthurian fairy tale dealing with the subject of courtesy and gentility. Has 
not the Wife wilOJl1 Lowes credits with being "Rabelaisian before RabalaiS, let-
ting herself go with incomparable gusto and a £rankness naked and unashamedn94 
stepped out of character in epeaking of "gentUlesse"? 
A brief consideration of her story is necessar;y that one may deter-
mine whether the tale has been misplaced. 
The 'liife began by lamenting the disappearance of the elf queen and 
her jolly company of lairies who had danced merrily on the meadow green in the 
days of King Arthur. Now, due to the prayers of the friars, these little 
people of the forests had baen driven to another world. Where fairies once 
hid beneath the bushes, tripped lightly over hill and dale, and peered eerily 
93 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) ,03-,20, 97. 
94 Lowes, Geof£rez: Chaucer; !!!!. Genius, 230. 
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from the tree tops, "Ther nllceth DOW the lymytour hymself." One judges fro. 
the comments of the mfe that she considered the exch8.l'l.ge of friars for ,ftajri •• 
a poor one. Characteristically, she cannot even here begin her tale without 
this charming digression with its praise of fairies and its slightly satiric 
thrust at the friar who had but recently oommented on the length of her pre-
amble. 
I speeke of manye hundred yeres ago. 
But now lean no man se none elves mo, 
For DOW the grete chari tee and prayeres 
Of lymytours and. othere hooly freres, 
That serohen every lond and every streem, 
As thikke as motes in the sonne-be em, 
Blessynge halles, ohambres, kiohenes, boures, 
Citees, burghes, castelli, hye toures, 
Thro])8s, bernes, shiphes, dayeryes-
This malceth that thv been no fayeryes. 
For ther as wont to walken was an elf, 
Ther walketh now the lynu1;our hymselt 
In underneles and in morwenynges, 
And seyth his matyns and his hooly thynges 
As he gooth in hi8 l)'l'DY'taeioun. 
W01!lmen may go now aauny up and doun 
In every bUBsh or under every tree j 
Ther is noon oother incubus but he, 
And he ne wol doon heJ!\ h9t dishonour. 95 
At last the Wife re~ehed the story proper. A young knight for a Mis 
deed had been sUDIIIOned to eourt and condemned to death, but the queen had 
pleaded tor him and the king had plaoed his fate in her hands. She promised 
him freedom if he could anawer or tind the answer to this perplexiDg question. 
What thing is it that women most desire? If at the end of a twelfth month he 
could not give the correct answer, he sh ould die. 
95 Robinaon, Chaucer, III (D) 863-882, 101. 
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Sorrowfully the knight sought in every place and from everyone whoa 
be met the solution to the riddle, but he could find no two persons agreeing 
together. 
Somme seyde wommen loven best richesBe, 
Somma seyd.e honour, somme seyde, jolynesse 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Somme seyde that oure hertes been moost esed 
\fuan that we been yfiatered and yplesed. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . 
And somme seyen that we loven best 
For to be tree, and do rig;ht as us lest, 
And that no man repreve us of oure vice, 96 
But seye that we be wise, and no thyng ~ce. 
And so it came to pass that the day came around when he must return 
to the queen,. Journeying home sorrowful in spirit, he met an old woman who 
asked him the cause of hi s grief. Wearily the knight told of his fruitless 
search for the solution ot this '!woman question." Smiling she reusured him 
and promised to give him. the true annal" provided that, if it were in his 
power, he would grant whate'Ver she asked of him. He readily agreed and soon 
stood before the queen and her court. "Silence was commanded to every wight .. 
and the knight was bidden tell in full audience what thing JIlOrtal women IIlOst 
love. This knight stood not like a dumb beast .. but anon answered the question 
with manly voice, that all the court heard. it. tVy liege lady,1 quod he, 
'.over all this world women wish to hav'" sovereignty over their husbands as 
well as over their lovers, and to be in mastership above them.' "97 
In all the court there was no wife, nor maid, nor widow but that 
agreed that the knight spoke truly. "At that word the old woman started up. 
96 Ibid., III (D) 92,-939 .. 102. 
-
97 Tatlock and MacKaye .. Readerts Ohaucer .. 174. 
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• • • Before the court, then, I praTTou, air knight, t quoth abe, 'that you 
take _ to wife, tor you well know that I baTe saved your neck. I • • • 'the 
knight answered, • I "'01 full well that such was J'JfI promise, alas and aiaold 
But tor the love of God, pr&7, cboose another requestl ••• But all this ft8 
tor noght. fl98 And it came to pus that they _re private17 married for DO one 
in the court could rejoice at the sad lot of the knight. And later when he 
answered each of her gentle questions rudely' and cried out againat her poverty 
and uglines., and 1_ birth, she began to speak qutetl,. and patiently of true 
nobility. 
'Bat when you speak of suoh gentili t1' 88 is descended from 
ancient .... alth, so that tberetor you knights are men of breeding, 
-auoh arrogance ia not worth a hen. Look who is eyer IlOst virtu ... 
Oti.iJ, openly and privily, and eftr 1IOst inclines to do what gentle 
deeds he maTJ take hi. for the gentleat un. Christ wills tbat 
we claim our gentil1. t,. trom him not froll our ancestors t ancient 
wealth. • • • Your ,entili ty comes onlT from God. 'rhen comes our 
true gentility ot divine gra", and ... as in no wise 'bequeathed to 
118 with our earthly st&tion. 
And in like JIIlIUl8r she spoke of true richea and. beauty and thus 
shamed hill tor his churlishnes.. Arter her reasonable defence of her age and 
her poverty, she aaked him to choose whether he would have her old, ugly, and 
poor, and yet never displeasing in her conduct all the days ot her lite, or 
TOung and tair and possibly unfai tbtul. He answered: 
• Vy ladT and 'lIfT loye, and wrt so deere, 
I put _ in youre wise goverance J 
Cheseth yourself which.., be moost plesanee, 
And moost honour to ;rou and me also.' 100 
98 Ibid., 11, 
-99 ~., 11S-176. 
100 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 1230-1234, 106. 
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Then in the way of all fairy tales, when he had t;;;i van h1luelf into 
the power of this ugly old wife, she changed into a lovely young woman "&8 
faire to seene as any la<tr, emperice, or queene ,,101 in all the world, and in 
the traditional ending of fa1r7 tales thq lived happily ever after. 
In the aanner ot the time, the Wife of Bath ended her stor;y with a 
prayer: "And..,. Jesu Christ send us husbands meek, young, lusty, and grace 
to o'Y'erlive them that we wed. And eke I pray Jesu to shorten their days that 
will not be ruled by their rives. And old, aDgI'1 niggard. of money, Ood .end 
them beti •• a 'Y'ery pestilenceS .102 
It 1s not DOW difficult to answer the qpestion of conaistency in her 
story. She haa used her story ot womanly ingenut ty, by which a wife in the 
dqs of the fairies linally obtained the mastery, to clinch the argUlllenta ot 
her Prologue. The tale refieets .. in a mirror the mind and te..,.r of the 
Wife, and the prayer with which she concludes leave a no uncertaintT as to who 
are the sheep and who are the goats in this matter ot husbands. Here are not 
found such charitable petitions asl -Ood save al this laire compaignel" and 
"Ood blesse us . and his JIlOOder Seinte )(&rie' II and others ri th which most of 
the pilgrima etided their tales. Here is no preoccupation with lUe beyond the 
grave. Here, in her superb egoisl1, the Wife of Bath is 1I0re concerned with 
wedding bells than ride ... ' s weeds. It is significant that Chaucer did not re-
rer to her a8 the "fidew of Bath" but as the !f\Vife of Bath. 1t 
101 Ibid., III CD) l24S-l247, 106. 
-
102 Tatlock and IacKaye, Reader's Chaucer, 178. 
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Not only is the theae of her story consistent with her character, 
but the digression wi thin the story proper where she tells the fable of Midas 
and his assts ears i8 typical. Someone had answered the questing knight with 
the su~g.stion that perhaps women love most to be considered trustwortJ1.y. The 
Wife in her "aside" remarked that such an answer "WaS not worth a rake handle.~ 
"'We women can conceal nothing, as witness lIidas; will ye hear the tale" ,,103 
Then she gleetul.ly told of how Midas had two us' s ears under his long hair 
and. how he had hidden this disfigurement trom every li Tins soul but his dear 
wife whom he trusted, and whom he begged to keep his huldliating .ecret. 'the 
good woman wished to obey her husband, but her heart burst with the dreadful 
new. until she ran down to a pear-b,y marsh. 
She leyde hir mou.th unto the water doun: 
'Bewreye me nat, thou water, with thy soun, f 
Quod she} 'to thee I telle it and namal 
~ housbonde hath longe a •• es ery8 twol 
Nolf is m;yn herte al hool, DOW is it oute. 
I JDTghte no lenger tepe it, out of doute.· 
Beere may ye se, though we a tyae abJde, 
Yet out it moot; we kan no conaeil hyde.104 
The Wife used this illustration to prove what she bad earlier con-
fessed in her Prolope, namely, that no secret 11'88 sate with her. She would 
reveal allot her husband's private conlidences even it his life depended on 
her silence. 
• I 1I01de han toold his consei1 every deel. 
And so I dide ful often God it 1I'OOt, 
That made his face tul ort.en reed and hoot 
10) Ibid., 112. 
-
104 Robinson, Chaucer, III (D) 913-981, 102-103. 
For verray shame J and blamed hymselfl5~r he 
Had wold to .. so greet a pryvetee. 
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The objection may be raised that though the theme of the Wife's 
sto17' is consiatent and also the amusing anecdote about Vldas, the discussion 
of ",entillesse" is Dot in keeping with the Wife's character. Had the Knight, 
the Prioress, or aQT other of the genteel pilgrime praised the virtue of 
oourtesy there would have been no inconaistenoy, but knightly discourse in the 
mouth of the coarse, buffoonish Wife is not fitting. True, it is difficult at 
first to reconcile this courtly language wi til her habitually vulgar talk. But 
possibly hidden down deep in her roguish old heart there may have been youth-
ful ideals of higher things crusted over with the dregs and dust of human weak .. 
ne .. es which at inspired moments found utterance in refined speech. Lons 
gives .... ight to this suggestion when he says t 
Nor is it out of keeping when, in the Wife's own tale of 
"el')"8 which in its ending fits her Prologue like a glove, the 
old hag who is a loveq laq in diaguise gives an exposition of 
entiles.. which sums up the DOblest thinking of the Middle Ages 
upon geniXe breeding and true courtesy. For the Wife of Bath had 
a mind as keen as a nord-blade J and could rise to the height of 
& great argument in the dramatic realization of the lofty concep-
tion which 1&7 at tne6heart of her tale. Even... occ&sional17 have great moments.10 
From a study of the Wife of Bath's prologue and her story, it is 
evident that she is a buffoon of the firet order. She is shown as a typical 
medieval woman who through her unbridled speech lowers herself to the charac-
ter type below awrage requisite for comedy according to the laws of Aristotle. 
She confonu clo •• ly to his d.fini tion of the buffoon by aieng at 
lOS Ibid., III (D) S38-S42, 97. 
-106 Lowes, Qeoffrer Chaucer; !!!! Genius, 2))-2)4, 
I 
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"exciting laughter more than at decorous language." She leta herselt go with 
such abandon that she spares nei ther herself nor her dead husbands in her 
eagerness to raise a laugh. Shouting of her most private domestic affairs to 
the housetops, she excels even the Miller in remarking "such things as no 
person of refinement would utter." "Is luch a pest, such a combination of 
conjugal despoti •• , eensualitJ', garrulitJ', and peevishue.s posaible?fl107 
asks Legouis_ 
The Wite show! consistency in her character, her story, the prqer 
with which she concludes her tale, and even in her quoting of Scripture. 
Chesterton notes this when he remarks. "It is thoroughly typical of him 
/mlauoer7 that he makes the Wife ot Bath put out a torrent of turbulent, gro.s 
- -
egotistical discourse as coarse as a fishwife's and as personal as a Margate 
landlady-ts) and 78t feele it perfectly natural that she pause to expla1rl the 
correct Oatholic doctrine about Virginity and the Counaels of Perfection. It 
wa.a perfeotly natural."l08 
In add! tion to type characteristios both general and comic, the Wife 
of Bath possesses qualities peculiar to herself which maker her a living per-
sonality, one ot the great personalities of literature. She is a character no 
easily forgotten. Pos.ibly no one has given a more sucoinct eum.ary of this 
fascinating, complex oreation of Chauoer's than lfarchette Chute, who sqsa 
"The Wife of Bath 1. Without doubt the most outrageous woman who ever walked 
into immortali tJ'. "109 
107 Legouis" GeettrY' Chauoer J 174. 
108 Chesterton, Ohaucer, 24S. 
109 Chute, Geoffrey Chauoer, 215. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
All art 11 an attempt to express the truths underlying facts once 
these facts are appraised and understood. It is a theor,y of art that fre-
quently the conception of the art.ist is more true than the tact which he re-
produces. The ideal character is sometimes more true than the actual, for the 
ideal otten represent.s some law ot t.ruth. 
hct and truth are not synorqmous J it happens now and then that the 
poet leaves the tacts the better to tell the truth. One may learn more trom 
'i" the poet than from the historian" tor the poet interprets and presents faots 
~. 
~~~ i~ as they should be rather than as they are. Good l1terat.ure may give a truer 
~ 
p1ct\2l'e of lite as it is normally lived than do the daily newspapers, for the 
papers often exhibit onl,. a negation of law while the story may illustrate how 
law governs the destinies of man.l In his Apology E2! Poetn;, Sir Philip 
Sidney shows how great is the contribution of the t.rue art.1st--the true poet. 
I know not whether b;r luck or wisdom .. we Englishmen have met 
wi th the Greeks in oalling him a lUiiker. Which name.. how high and 
incomparable a title it is, I had rather were known by marld.1lI the 
soope of other soiences. • • • There is no art delivered to _nkind 
that hath not the works of nature for his principal object. • • • 
1 Ar1st.otle, The P08t.ic8, XXV, 6 and 17, trans. Butcher, 10l~l07. 
" • • • it it be objectedthat the desoription i8 not true t.o tact., the poet. 
may perhaps reply, - t But the objects are as t.h.y ought. to be' J just as 
Sophocles laid that he drew men as th87 ought to be J • • • 'the impossible . 
il the higher thing, tor the ideal type must surpass reality. tit 
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so doth the astronomer look upon the stars, and by that he aeeth, 
.etteth down what order nature hath taken therein. So do the geome-
trician and arithmetician in their diverse sorts of quantities. • • • 
The la.,-er saith what men have determined; the historim what men 
have done. The gr8.l'llllarian speaketh only rules of speech •••• The 
ph;y.ician weigbeth the nature of a man' 8 body, and the nature ot 
t}'!.ings helptti1 or hurtful to it •••• Only the poet, d.1adaining to 
be tied to an.r such subjection, liftetb up with the vigor of his own 
invention, doth grow in effect another nature, in making things 
either better than nature bringeth forth, or, quite &neW, forms such 
as never were in nature as are the heroes, demigods, cyclops, ch:1nm:as, 
furies, and such like J so he goath hand in hand with nature, not en-
closed within the narrow warrant of her gift., but freel;y ranging 
only wi thin the zodiac of his own wit. 2 
MUch of this thought must have been inspired by the Greek classics. 
Sidney in his !poloq quotes Aristotle's famous defi.nition ot poetry and sub-
stantiates his own theories of the excellence ot poetry by trequent reterences 
to the ancients. 
The exalted title of "the maker" which is stressed both by Ari.toUe 
and Sidney may without hesitation be applied to Chaucer. Though, like Shakes-
peare, he found maIl7 of his plots and characters ready made, like the Renais-
sance geAius he so changed and embellished them as to produce distinct creath". 
different from and often auperior to the originals. 
In the field of character portrqal no one, with the excepti,on of 
Shakespeare, has surpassed him. Patch saya: 
There has been little discuaaion concerning characterization 
in l4edieval literature. The average critic would probably uaume 
that, with so_ In exoeptions, it 1s negligible J and he would proba-
b17 add that the great lack was in realism. Chaucer' s Canterbury 
pilgrims stand out in sharp contrast to their baokatround only to be 
explained with reference to their author's genius.' 
2 Sir Philip Sidne,y, "The Defense of Poea7," Harvard Classics, ed. 
Charles W. Eliot, new York, 1910, 12. 
1 Howard I. Patch, ttCnaraotere in Medieval Literature," Modern 
e Notes, XL, Januarr, 1,25, 1. 
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The difficult.y of blending the type with the individual in this matter is fur-
ther emphasized by Butcher, who says: tl1n II sense it [CoraediJ individualizes 
everything, no le88 truly t~ in another sense it generalizes all. What it 
can rarely achieve as a purely sporti'Ve activity is to combine these t,wo 
upects in ethical portraiture."4 It has been seen in this study how Chaucer 
accomplished this. Not only are his characters true because they are typical 
of the men ot his day, but they are convincing because in their indi viduali ty 
they appear to be actual personalities. Croiset, too, in his study of the 
Greeks remarks t.hat great charact.ers must first be types and afterwards indi-
Viduals. They should "all have an ideal character; for these traits are 
common to a whole class, and not distinguished from the complex reality except 
in so tar as the poet's genius rises above partioular details b;y an abstrac-
tion looking to the 'Wli versal. 115 Chauoer possessed suoh genius. August 
Strindberg, the Swedish playwright, in hi. well known Preface t.o "Miss Julia" 
remarks that even· today the practice ot this art ot character:i.ution is no 
lesl difficult. In protesting against con'Ventionalized types, he saysl 
ture, 
-
In the course of ages the word character has assumed -111 mean-
ings. Originally it signified probably the dominant ground-DOte in 
a complex 1'I8.8S of selt. • • afterward it became the middle class tenu 
for an automaton. • • while one remaining in a state of development-
a skilltul u&vi,ator on life's river, mo did rot sa11 with close-
tied shHte, but knew when to tall oft before the wind and when to 
luff aga1.n-was called lacking in character, and he was so called:ln 
a depreciato17 sense, of course i> because be was so hard to catch, to 
clalsif.y, and to Keep track of. 
4 Butcher, Aristotle's Theotl .2! Poet!7 !!!! !!!!!.!!:!, 385. 
5 Alfred and Maurice Croiset, ~ Abridged Histo!'.l .2! !!:!!! L1ter!-
New York, 1904, 257. 
6 August Strindberg, Plal!' trans. Edwin Bjorkman, New Yorkt 19J6, 101. 
1....------------, 
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Chaucer'. geaiu caught the fleeting traits of personality and 
fixed them in tbe &aber or the t1Pical. All pleasure-IO'fing widows, s •• king 
matrimony find their counterpart in the Wife of Bath, that delightful any-
aided woman. whoe. "heart.u ewr young and gay. n All 1I111ers are refleoted 
in the gold8n-thabed 8i1Ikin and Robin, an<l ;Yet bow distinct are the.e two 
creations wi thin 'the Talee themeel vee. All iroaic _n ind:ul&1ng in their 
quiet little jokee are mirrored in the great Ohaucer hiJl8elt. All b,-pocrites 
who smile &lt4 bow and lift their eyes to beaven hoodwiDk .ocisty in the per-
sone of tbe Pardoner and the begging Friar, and yet hmr different are the 
perlOwi tie. ot t.he.e two archma.tere or deception. All buffoons laugh and 
joke and are ridiculeu in the gui.es ot the Jliller, the Host, and the Wire, 
and ,..t in the .. are fowul three worlds teeming with qualities that defy o1ae-
.itieation. And.o it ie with all of Chaucer's great characteH. theY' give 
ODe a 11 nag picture of .. dieval England. becau.e they are tJPical ot the beat 
of Chaucer' e day and at the same time they acquaint one with people 1'IlOre 
ohandnc, Interest1Dg, exasperating, and intriguing than those who walk lif.' s 
roads, tor .. Whitman 8ays, a character may contain multitudes. 
It baa been noted how closely those portraitures fOllow Aristotle's 
general rule. tor characterisation. Some bave been elightly debased, though. 
not painfully e., to beooae oomic, while othere ha'\fe been raised by aseimila-
tion to the 'better, .. were the animal., to produae the incongruities that are 
the heart of coud;y. Yet each of theae haa conformed to trut.h t.o type by being 
coneietent. 
The partioular rule. that co.erued .,.01t10 type. a. Aristotle eoa-
eei.ed them are equally well 1l1uatrated b7 Chaucer's people. lach butfoon 
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followa the cl&8sio oonception, though the 1I1118r 81"l1li to be more purel)" 
Ariatotelian than the Host or the Wite, who, in 80 far as tbq are wi tt.y, 
depart troll Aristot.le, who would not concede wi tt.iness to t.he buffoon. Chaucer, 
becauae he ttyu particularly tond ot discla1Jl1ng the same qualities as the 
bout.er affactal' tit. neaU7 inw the phUosopher'. olu. or ironic. man. It 
... shown, too, that Chanticleer by pretending -to greater things than he pH-
..... 81" correapoada to J.ri.t.ot.l.'. conoeption of the boaster, while the fox 
and the beuiDg Friar, both olewr hypocrites, "by pretending to qualitie. as 
, 
i 1'1&1 be beraeticial to their neighbor'.- conform C10H17 to his ide .. of the 1m-
~ 
: postor. 
r 
l~ Undoubtedly due to t be deep ineight that each author had into the 
~ , [' I .... ntial nat.va of un, the poet .ucceeded in illuatrat.ing in h18 characters 
f .. th. pr1nolples tbat the pbUoaopher had laid down hundreds or year. before. 
:( 
One equally ad.m1re. the genius whose giant 1I1nd worked out so oarefully the 
theorr of poetio art which bate stood the te.t ot oenturies, and the poet whose 
fertne iug1nation has olothed the.. abstractions with a persi>nali t,. .end in-
dividuality that place the Canterbur:r PUgrima 8mOl18 the great literary crea-
tions of all time. 
i 
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